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County Rescue Squad
Answers Three Calls
Volunteers from the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad answered three
alarms Monday night and Tuesday
morning.
The first run came around 8:25 p.m.
to a shop owned and operated by Jerry
Don Tucker in the Almo Heights
community. A pile of trash had been
set on fire at the scene and was
reportedly threatening the shop when
firemen were called to the scene. The
blaze was under control when
firefighters arrived and booster lines
were used to put out the remaining
flames.
Responding to the alarm were:
Bernard Steen, Bud Miller, Loyd Key,
Sam Smith, Bryan Claycomb, Danny
Parrish, Jerry Edwards, Hal Winchester, Floyd Garland and Kenny
An automobile belonging to Kerry
Steen caught fire in the Stella community around 10:15 p.m. and the
Squad was called to the scene. A fire
extinguisher was used to stop the
flames that destroyed most of the
wiring under the hood of the car. The
cause of the fire is unknown.

Responding to the alarm were:
Bernard Steen, Loyd Key, Sam Smith,
Kenny Collins, Bryan Claycomb,
Randy Linn, Bud Miller, Danny
Parrish, Gerald Montgomery, Hal
Winchester, Floyd Garland, Ron Stout
and Ran Stout.
An Ashland Oil Station belonging to
Jim Adams in the Coldwater area
caught fire around 2:10 a.m. and
firemen were called to the scene. The
station, although no longer open,
contained several barrels of oil and
other assorted parts. It was being used
for farm operations. The entire west
end of the building, including a pickup
truck housed there, was destroyed in a
fire although the main station building
was only slightly damaged by the fire.
Responding to the alarm were:
Bernard Steen, Kenny Collins, Hal
Winchester, Sam Smith, Steve Ladd,
Bryan Claycomb, Bud Miller, Ron
Stout, Ran Stout, Gerald Montgomery.
Randy Linn, Charles Tubbs and Floyd
Garland.
All three calls were dispatched by
employees of Mercy Professional
Ambulance of Murray.
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Concern over how much control local
government will have in health planning was the main topic of discussion at
a meeting in Owensboro Tuesday of
persons organizing a new medical
planning agency to serve West Kentucky.
The members of an aciting board
voted in favor of a resolution urging
that the newly established Health
Systems Agency-West seek as much
local control as possible through
pelt:441 subcoimeils.
The new agency is being developed so
that 49 West Kentucky counties will
comply with the U. S. Health Planning
and Resources Development Act of
1974. That law calls for consolidation
into one agency of duties now being
performed by West Kentucky's
regional planning boards.

The temporary board also discussed
proposed bylaws and an application
that will be submitted to the federal
government for designation as a healthsystems agency. The proposed rules
would create six regional subcounciLs
which would give local governments
input into the HSA-West.
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller said he hoped the staffs of the
subcounciLs would be paid locally so
their "loyalty" would remain with the
local community.
Some federal funding is guaranteed
for the staff of the health-systems
agency. It is not clear whether state
money will be available to fund the
subcouncils.
Another meeting of the aciting board
is scheduled for March 2 in
Elizabethtown.

Alice Koenecke Named
National President-Elect

IN

Dr. Jean Snyder, Mississippi State
Dr. Alice Koenecke, since 1969
University and formerly chairman of
chairman of the Department of Home
the DepartMent of Economics at
Economics at Murray State University,'_
has been elected president-elect of the —Morehead State University, is the
current president.
National Council of Administrators of
Next week, Feb. 18 through 20, Dr.
Home Economics.
Koenecke will be in Chicago attending
Elected by nation-wide balloting, Dr.
the organization's mid-winter meeting.
Koenecke will head the 275-member
Among those on the program will be Dr.
Louise Gentry, a Murray State
graduate and currently a member of
the faculty at Pennsylvania State
University.
A native of West Salem, Ill., Dr.
Koenecke was on the Murray faculty
from 1960 until 1965 before returning in
1969 as the departmental chairman. She
received her undergraduate degree at
Eastern Illinois University at
Charleston, her master's from the
University of Illinois and her doctorate
from Southern Illinois University.
Dr. Koenecke has one son, Bill, a 1967
graduate of Murray State and principal
Dr. Alice Koenecke
of a school at Memence, ni. He
organization, made up primarily of
presently is working on his doctoral
representatives from the smaller
degree at Purdue University. He is
colleges and universities across the
married to the former Marcia Burpoe,
country, in 1977. Currently, she is a
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. R. J. Burmember-at-large of the organization's
poe,and they have two daughters.
executive board.

Sick-Out Reported
City Council
By Paducah Firemen
Meets Thursday PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — TwentyMembers of the Murray Common
Council will be faced with a relatively
light agenda at the body's regular
meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. in City
Hall.
Items scheduled include the second
reading of an amendment to the city's
zoning ordinance which will change the
zoning of a piece of property on
Sycamore owned by Bill Crouse from
residential to commercial zoning.
Also on the agenda will be a request
to exercise and option on a property
purchase; a request for permission to
advertise for bids for mowers for the
city cemetery; the election of a council
member to a vacancy on the council;
and consideration of an appointment to
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board.

Dedication To
Highlight Early
EducationProgram
One of the focal points during the
open house at the Special Education
Building scheduled Saturday, Feb. 21,
will be the Program for the Early
Education of Exceptional Children
(PEEEC ).
As the newest program in the
Department of Special Educat)on,
which is housed in the $1.6 million
facility to be open for public inspection
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., the PEEEC
provides a variety of services for
preschool children with handicapping
conditions.
A joint project of speech and hearing
and the early childhood program, the
PEEEC is in operation four half-days a
week from 9:30 a.m. to noon. Emphasis
on Mondays and Wednesdays is on
speech and language, while Tuesdays
and Thursdays are devoted to the total
preschool program.
Speech and hearing students under
the supervision of Dr. James Fitch and
special education students under the
supervision of Jeanette Walker are
presently working with 13 children
from 11/2 to 5 years of age—four on
Mondays and Wednesdays and nine on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Group and individual activities in the
program are based on each child's
needs. A parents' group meets each
week, and parents also work in the
classroom each week.
Parents with exceptional children
can get further information about the
PEEEC by writing, visiting, or calling:
Dr. James Fitch or Jeanette Walker,
Special Education Building, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky., 421371,
telephone(502) 762-6963.

Hearing On Move
To Block Killing
Of Birds Slated
WASHINGTON(AP) — U.S. Dtstnct
Judge William Bryant has scheduled a
hearing Friday on environmentalists'
request for an injunction to halt
chemical warfare against millions of
blackbirds in Kentucky and Tennessee
The Society for Animal Rights, New
York, tried unsuccessfully Tuesday to
obtain a temporary restraining order
from Bryant.
The society wants to block enforcement of a newly-passed law
allowing the two states to attack the
birds with a chemical detergent
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SWEETHEART AND ATTENDANTS—Starr Vinson, a senior at Lone 02k
High School, was crowned DECA Sweetheart during the awards banquet of
the eighth annual first Region Career Development Conference of the
Distributive Education Clubs ef American(DECA)at Murray State University
Feb. 9. Placing the crown on Miss, Vinson's head is Dr. Constantine W.
shown are Lynn Riddle (left), first
Curtis, president of Murray State.
runnerup and a junior at Reidlandt School, and Diana %ger, second
runnerup and a junior at the Murray Area Vocational School They were
selected from a field of 12 contestants.

Clearing and Cold
WOODMAN—T. C • ,left. was recently presented the 'Mr.
Woodman Award by Woodman of the World Camp 5'92. Murray. Making
Ake presentation is Aubrey "Red" Willoughby, ptiesident of the camp. The
award is presented each year to a person rendering outstanding service to
the unit

Clearing and cold tonight, low in the
low to upper 30s. Partly cloudy and a
little warmer Thursday, high in the
upper 40s to mid Ns. Friday Partly
cloudy and warm.

three firemen failed to show up for
work at Paducah today after reporting
sick calls, apparently to back their
demand for a written contract with the
city.
- The 23 make up a citywide shift at
Paducah's five fire stations.
Calling it "some type of job disruption," Mayor Bill Murphy instructed
Chief Leon Dodge to begin a contingency plan under which volunteers
would man fire equipment under the
department's supervisory personnel.
Firemen on duty at the time of the
morning shift change were asked to
stay on the job.
The union firemen threatened job
action several days ago in the contract
dispute.
Meeting with the city commission
Tuesday night, the head of the fire
fighters local, Gladman Humbles
contended that under the law the city
could negotiate a contract or guarantee
that one would be forthcoming.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Ninety
days after the 1976 session of the
Kentucky Legislature is over, it will be
against the law in the state for bail
bondsmen to operate for profit.
Gov. Julian Carroll signed into law
Tuesday a bill prohibiting commercial
bail bonding and described the
legislation as one of the most important
measures ever signed by any governor.
He signed the bill about two _hours
after the Senate approved it by a 35-2
margin. The House also overwhelmingly passed the bill, 89-8.
Carroll smiled broadly as he signed
the bill, which he proposed and explained several weeks ago. He gave
seven pens to leaders of the legislature
as he signed the measure. They stood
behind the governor, beaming.
Carroll said Kentucky would become
the first state to outlaw bail bonding for
profit and that he believes it will result
in a reduction in crime and increased
respect for law and order.
He said the bill will "bring justice
into our justice system in Kentucky."
Carroll said some court systems in
Kentucky already have started implementing provisions of the law even
though it is not yet in effect.
The law is designed to encourage pre
trial release of arrested persons on
their own recognizance—that is,
without posting bond.
Under the law, trial courts will
conduct investigations to make such
release easier. Those persons required
to post bond to be released would have
to put up 10 per cent of the total bail.
Ninety per cent of the amount posted
would be refunded if they appeared in
court. The other 10 per cent would go

toward the cost of administering the
system.
Under current law, a person seeking
bail from a commercial bondsman in
moSt cases is required to post more
than 10 per cent of the total bail—and
that sum is not refunded, even if the
person shows up in court.
Sens. Gus Sheehan, a Democrat, and
Clyde Middleton, a Republican, both
from Covington in northern Kentucky,
objected to the bill and cast the only no
votes.
Sen. Eugene Stuart, R-Prospect,
voted for the bill but said he did so
reluctantly and feared that "government is taking over a free enterprise
operation" and "I hope we are not
setting a trend."
Sheehan said "to suddenly wipe it out
is not just. It is not compassionate.
"There are some gray areas,
granted, that could be cleared up on the
bail bond business," Sheehan said.
"But regulation is the answer, not
abolishment. My people did not send
me down to Frankfort to liquidate
business."
i See Senate,Page 9)
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Dr. Strohecker
Re-appointed To
Advisory Council
Dr. Edwin Strohecker, director of the
Murray State University Library, has
been re-appointed by Gov. Julian
Carroll to a new four-year term as a
member of the Kentucky Advisory
Council on Libraries.
Dr. Strohecker, who also is chairman
of the Department of Library Science at
Murray State, represents the academic
libraries in the state on the council,
which meets periodically to evaluate
input from the libraries represented
with respect to federally funded
programs.
Before coming to Murray State in
1972, Dr. Strohecker, whose career
spans 27 years of library experience,
was librarian at Spalding College in
Louisville for 11 years.

BOY SCOUT DONATION—Ed Carroll presents G. W.Hayden, district Boy
Scout executive, a check in the amount of $100 on behalf of the Murray
Automobile Dealers Association. A goal of $7,500 has been set for the
Calloway County Boy Scout Fund Drive.

Midnight Ride Of Paul Revere
To Be Presented Here Feb. 26
"The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere"
is coming to town. It will be performed
on Thursday, February 26, at 2 p.m., in
Lovett Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State University.
"The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere"
is an educational, musical play, portraying historical events drawn from
tense, early hours of the American
Revolution. It is produced by the
Performing Arts Repertory Theatre
which is based in New York City.
History will come alive on the stage
in Lovett Auditorium as this extraordinary production about convictions, survival, revolution and
patriotism unfolds.
by
Is performed
play
The
Professional Equity actors, whose
notable talent is matched by their
rapport with school children and all
ages beyond.
"Citizens of Murray and Calloway
County are indebted to the Kentucky
Historical Events Celebrations Commission for this rare opportunity to see
and hear "The Midnight Ride of Paul
Revere," a local spokesman said.
Only a few communities in our State
were accorded an equal honor. Selected
areas were chosen from cities or towns
NNW as National Bicentennial
ComCommission
Odiabrations
munities. Eligibility for this distinction
W13 based upon effective participation
in events sponsored by the National
Sieentennial Commission.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry and Judge Robert
0. Miller serve as co-ordinators of the
Calloway County Bicentennial ComMittee.

Fred Schultz, Superintendent of
Murray Public Schools, is in charge of
arrangements for "The Midnight Ride
of Paul Revere."
"Remember that this delightful
musical production is for everyone,"
the spokesman added. "Children
leaving Lovett Auditorium on February
26 will walk away with Paul Revere as
their new hero. Adults will depart with
a brighter remembrance of a
significant portion of our Nation's
heritage."

First Aid Course
Scheduled Locally
The Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter will sponsor a Standard First
Aid Course February 18, 19, 25 and 26.
This 12-hour course will be given in
sessions from 6:00-9:00 p.m. each of the
four nights by a certified Red Cross
instructor.
There will be no charge for the
course; however, each participant will
be furnished the new Standard First
Aid & Personal Safety textbook,
materials for splints and bandages for a
total cost of $4. to enroll or for further
information, call 753-1421. 'This course
satisfies OSHA requirements for
businesses and industry, a spokesman
said.

RSHER-Pitla salvia AWARD—k Wayne Keller. left quality control
manager, has been presented with a five-year service award ring by Royal
Cain, right, Fisher-Price Toys plant manager. Also participating in the
preseoution was Gerald L
manufacturing services manager.
•
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Adults 129
Nursery 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Lamb (mother
Charlotte A.), Rt. 3, Box 425,
Murray, Baby Boy Rush
I pother Yvonne), Rt. 1, Box
MOB, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Howard Matheny, Rt. 1,
Murray, Miss Leigh M.
Stickler, 605 N. 16th, Murray,
Mrs. Rose M. Randolph, Rt. 6,
Paris, Tn., Hampton Boggess,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Billy B. Wofford, Rt. 2, Dover, Roy L.
Rector, 211 E. 20h., Benton,
Miss Molly D. Austin, 1301
Longview, Mayfield, William
H. Perkins, Box 724, Paris,
Tn., Miss Lisa G. Meador,
New Concord, Miss Treasa
Adams, Rt. 1, Box 250, Farmington, April Duncan,Shady
Oaks No, 14, Murray, Mrs.
Glenda S. Henson, Box 1,
Kirksey, Mrs'. Teresa C. Nash
and Baby Boy, No. 39 McClain
Tr. CL., Paris, Mrs. 011ie R.
Smith, Alm°, Mrs. Jessie L.
Wicker,Rt. 1, Hazel, Ralph W.
Miller, 1001 Iowa, Madison,
111., Romulus R. Parker, Rt. 3,
Murray.
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Captain Richard Settimo Speaks
On United States Cattily At
DAR Meeting Held At Hart HOW

The home of Mrs. George
Hart on Payne Street was the
scene of the January meeting
of the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution with
the chapter regent, Mrs. John
J. Livesay, opening the
meeting with the pledge of
allegiance to the flag.
Mrs. Max Hurt, chaplain,
led the group in repeating the
DAR Ritual. Mrs. Leon
Grogan, secretary, read the
minutes and Mrs. John A.
Nance gave the treasurer's
report. Mrs. Leon Grogan
gave a report on national
defense.
Mrs. Livesay said that
applicants in this year's Good
Citizen contest including
lin& Avery from Calloway
High and Lisa Jones from
Murray High, outstanding
students,and that their papers
had been sent to headquarters
for judging. She said she
hoped that the District might
again have a state winner.
Mrs. John Nance is Good
Citizen chairman.
Miss Maude Nance, vice
regent and program chairman,
introduced
Capt.
Mrs. Modena Butterworth Richard Settimo of the
opened her home for the Murray State University
January meeting of the Penny ROTC Unit as speaker. In
Homemakers Club with the keeping with the DAR's Bipresident, Mrs. Ernest Centennial theme of the year,
Capt. Settimo spoke on The
Madrey,presiding.
The main lesson on United States Cavalry, tracing
"Storage Plans For Your its eveolution from its forwas mation during the American
Center"
Sewing
presented by Mrs. Velma Revolution to the present
Hendon and Mrs. Rubie time.
"The most outstanding man
Harrell.
Members answered the roll in the American Cavalry
call by telling how they spent during the Revolutionary War
Christmas. Mrs. Harrell gave was Lighthorse Harry Lee,
whose sons, Robert E. Lee,
the devotion and prayer.
A review of the book, was to play a prominent part
"Flight To Freedom" by Kent in a latter war—and even to
was presented by Mrs. earn a posthumously raised
Harrell, who also directed the statue on Murray's Court
Square,"said the speaker.
recreational period.
Refreshments were served
Dental Care—
by-Mrs. Butterworth.
The next meeting will be
held February 16 at one p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Helen
Cale.

Capt. Settimo described
some of the battles in which
the early American Cavalry
first saw action, giving particular emphasis to its
usefulness in the fighting
which took place when Cornwallis' army attempted to
overrun North Carolina and
Virginia.
The speaker in explaining
the role played in American
history by the Cavalry showed
an interesting film with
soundtrack which was made
by the U. S. Army. The film
showed action scenes of some
of the fiercest fighting in
which the Cavalry took part
during the Revolutionary,
Mexican, Civil, and SpanishAmerican Wars. The Battle of
the Little Big Horn in which
Custer's Cavalry was wiped
out by the Sioux and allied
tribes of Indians was particularly exciting.
At the end of the film, Capt.
Settimo said "although World
War I speeled the end of the
horse's usefulness in warfare,
the name "Cavalry" lived on
in mechanized units of the
army. The proud record of the
men on horseback will never
be forgotten as long as there is
an army of the United States."
A question and answer
period followed during which
Capt. Settimo
explained
among other things the
significance attached to the
horse's pose in Equestrian
statues.
During the social hour Mrs.
Hart served cake and coffee to
Mesdames John J. Livesay,
James M. Byrn, John A.
Nance, Leon Grogan, Paul
Sturm, Price Doyle, Corrinne
McNutt, Max Hurt, Dr.
Helene Visher, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher,Miss Patty Albritten,
Miss Susan Nance, Miss
Maude Nance, and Capt. and
Mrs. Richard Settimo.

This is the fourth in a series
Tke tasty banana is second of six articles on dental health
cousin to the gorgeous orchid. published in cooperation with
the Southwest Dental Society

in observance of National
Children's Dental Health
Week.
My dentist wants to put
fluoride directly on my child's
teeth even though we use a
fluoride toothpaste. Is this
procedure important for his
teeth?
In communities where the
public water simply does not
contain fluorides in desirable
amounts naturally or through
controlled fluoridation,
dentists recommend that a
child's teeth be treated with a
fluoride solution from their
earliest appearance and
regularly thereafter.
A dentist or dental hygienist
will clean the teeth, dry them
thoroughly and then apply a
fluoride preparation. The
application should be repeated
at intervals as the dentist
recommends.
Studies have shown that
topical applications of fluoride
are of some additional value in
preventing tooth decay even in
communities with fluoridated
water supplies.
Children
who
drink
fluoridated water from birth
have up to 65 per cent less
tooth decay. Fluoridation
programs provide the most
dental benefits to children
because fluoride is incorporated into the structure
of the enamel as it is being
formed.
In non-fluoridated areas,
dentists may also prescribe
fluoride
tablets
for
children—in addition to
topical applications noted
above. The success of such a
program, however, depends
upon the child's taking the
tablets daily over a period of
some eight to layears.
Finally, the Council on
Dental Therapeutics of the
American Dental Association
has recognized some toothpastes containing effective
fluoride compounds as being
of value in the prevention of
dental decay.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Speaks'Of The
Pleasures In Life

Writer

By Estelle Spicelasd
January 21,1971

Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 17, ISM
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

Miss Vickie Len Cathey
and Michael Lee Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Cathey of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest
daughter, Vickie Len,to Michael Lee Edwards,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Lee Edwards of Benton Route Five.
The bride-elect is a 1875 graduate of Murray High School and
is presently employed as a pharmacy technician at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Edwards is a 1975 graduate of Marshall County Central
High School and is now employed at Northside IGA Store of
Murray.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, March 27, at 6:30
p.m.at the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will
follow the ceremony. All relatives and friends are invited to attend both the wedding and the reception.

Fluoriding Of Teeth
Discussed By Group

-

Down Concord Way--

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Have faith in your objectives,
confidence in your methods.
Careful distribution of energies
and unstinting use of your
talents could lead to new gains.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 64iiiir
As with many others now, you
may tend to slow down at
unexpected moments, then
accelerate your pace unwisely.
Such sporadic efforts are not
productive. Steady!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Work for top gains but do not
expect them immediately. Be
concise in arrangements,
stipulations, speech. Narrow
the margin for error!
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23)
If too eager, you may
overreach your mark but, if
observing your limitations and
maintaining a reasonable pace,
you can accomplish a great
deal.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231
Auspicious influences now.
Manage today well, interpret
carefully. Don't accept ALL
suggestions offered. Study with
an eye to the future.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 22 wPtli
This could be an outstanding
day, but it will largely depend
on you. Steady does it! Don't
scatter energies, thus overtaxing yourself.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Your ingenuity, versatility,
originality stimulated. Even if
results are not immediately
forthcoming, put forth your
finest efforts. They will pay cif
SOM.

00

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkeV
Branch out to some extent.
Realize your limitations,
however, so that you won't
overreach your mark. Some
complexities possible.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
This is a day in which you will
have to use your innate good
judgment to the hilt. Do not let
unexpected situations ruffle you
and do not let others influence
your decisions.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) 114
Your energies should be
stimulated now and advances
are indicated. In trying
moments, call on your fine
sense of humor.
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
More gains available than
may seem possible at first. But
you will have to go after them in
a sound, pre-determined way,
and know exactly what you are
about.
PISCES
1
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Don't worry if your program
dos not go exactly as you'd
like. Seek the reason, then aim
to handle it more effectively —
and enthusiastically. You CAN
achieve.

)(440

Reader Says Snooping's a Spouse's Right
By Abigail Van Buren
I Mb bv Chicago Toby...bib

• MIMI Semi 1.55

DEAR ABBY: Why do you repeatedly tell women to stay
out of their husbands' billfolds and drawers?
Why should a married man have something in his billfold
and drawers that his wife shouldn't be able to see? Are you
saying that if a man is carrying on a secret love affair with
another woman, it's none of his wife's business?
Oftentimes, a wife discovers that her husband is
committing adultery when she finds the evidence hidden in
his billfold or drawer. Then, at least she has the choice of
bringing the man to his senses through proper care and
treatment or holding onto the evidence in case she decides
to divorce him. Thank you.
BEEN ON BOTH SIDES
DEAR BEEN: Sorry, but I can't condone invasion of
privacy for any reason.
P.S. If women can pry, why can't men also? Such
snooping is dirty business.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 62-year-old, divorced woman in
comfortable circumstances. I'm slim, attractive and stylish,
and no one ever takes me for a day over 50.
Six months ago, I met a handsome, refined, very
well-to-do gentleman who is 6.8. (I'll call him "Harry.')
After a few dates, we enjoyed each other's company so
much, neither of us wanted to date others.
expected a proposal of marriage on New Year's, but
instead Harry told me that even though he cared for me,
he'd never marry again because he had had a prostate
operation 10 years ago that left him impotent.
I told him that sex wasn't important to me, and it's not.
But he insisted that even though I might say that now, once
married, I'd soon feel cheated, and the marriage would blow
up.
Harry's first wife died five years ago, and he married
again. That lasted one year, and I undersjand Wife No. 2
took him to the cleaners
Please tell me how to get Harry to marry me.
MARRIAGE-MINDED

4

Thomas
II

Valentine Specials
Heart Cakes• Valentine
Cookies•Cup Cakes

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with personality-plus;
can reach almost unscalable
heights with ingenuity and
dash. You are suited to any field
which brings you in contact with
the public; are a born leader, a
salesinan beyond par and, in
anything you do, have a flair fot
the dramatic.
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DEAR MARRIAGE: If you're willing to sign •
prenuptial agreement stating that if the marriage doesn't
work out, you won't "take Min tads. eleimers," sows* It.
If that doesn't work, face it. Harry faun ter marrying.
DEAR ABBY: You've received countless letters from
people who complain because their spouse snores. Well,
how's this for a switch?
My wife and I are chronic insomniacs. When we do fall
asleep, we occasionally snore. Whenever I bear her snoring,
it's like hearing heavenly chimes because I know that she
has finally been able to fall asleep.
That, in turn, makes me feel go mellow and relaxed that I
soon doze off, too.
My wife tells me that she is not bothered by my snoring
for the same reason.

GOOD DISHES
For a really different breakfast dish, try serving hot
wheat cereal with a small
scoop of ice cream and a little
maple syrup. The flavor
combination is delicious.
DEAR "H": Orchids to both of you. That's what I call
Replace toast now and then
with buttered English muf- love of the highest order. Your words are musk to more by.
fins, or coffee cake. And for a
Everyone has a probs.., -What.VANS? roe•remised
good winter beverage, serve
.te
tain
toped
AB
.8
.4
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e. OrMenvekve.
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Our sympathy Ls extended to
the sick suid sad.
Mrs. Lynn Ferguson and
The school bus is again
Raymond
Hamlin
have
passing the lone old Concord
School building since the Stan recently had eye surgery.
Mrs. Dane McClure has
Hitchcock family lives in the
former Nance home and the been in a Memphis hospital for
leg surgery.
Brittains also live near.
Elvert Oliver, brother of
The former Howard WinLouise
Patterson,
chester house is now occupied Mrs.
by Mr. and Mrs. Chadwick recently fell and broke a hip
whilein town.
and small son.
Mrs. Warren Patterson has
The Concord Church of
Christ parsonage has new been in the Murray-Calloway
tenants, the new minister, Ed County Hospital.
February
should
be
Davis, and wife and teenage
heralding the coming of spring
daughter.
But at this season Concord and a renewal of hope for
resembles Sleepy Hollow. Still another year.
February also brings back
it's Home Sweet Home to us.
Twenty-five relatives en- sad memories for many of us,
joyed a birthday dinner at birth month and month of
Rainey Lovins' home Sunday departure of loved ones.
And as spring nears, those
preceding the 19th of January,
who will be interested in
his birthday.
January 25th, our 45th burial plots in the new adwedding anniversary, was dition of Concord Cemetery
quietly spent in gratitude for should meet and agree on how
the lots should be sold so as to
years of blessings.
We have enjoyed many pay for the bull dozing,liming,
simple pleasures. One was the and sowing of this ground, and
gospel singing in the crowded the future upkeep.
Temple Hill United Methodist
Church recently when The
Kings Sons and the Happy
Live Quartet were the entertainers.
Those two groups of young
men, spending their time and
talents so usefully, made us
more compassionate for those
more unfortunate.
As one singer sang "Thank
You Lord, for loving me and
giving me a song," tears came
for young men in whose hearts \
)NEEDLE
there can be no song.
Another
very
special
P
pleasure which we wish that
many more had enjoyed was
the program of sacred music
by Rev. and Mrs. Charles
Needle Point
Sheppard
of
Wilmore
presented at Good Shepherd
Classes
Church by this dedicated )
couple who have sung in k For information phonp
753 6193
twenty-one
countries
as
,.
missionaries.
, *Storrs Isr vvv. Ir of Fob,VW V
Hearing them was a chance
..09
,
-09.-4
,
..•-,•7- ..9-...0...9- ".".^ I,
of a lifetime.
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TIMES, Wednesday, Fearvery 11, 1976

COM MU NITYA
CALENDAR
Wednesday, February 11
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m. All
interested persons are invited.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at the Holiday Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Wesleyan Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet with Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey, Hazel Road, at
6:30 p.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet with Mrs. J. B. Wilson,
305 North 6th, at 7:30 p.m.
Outdoor film, "Exploring
Big Bend," will be shown at
the
University
School
auditorium at seven p.m.
Admission free and public
invited.
Thursday, February 12
Dexter Homemakers Club
wit meet at the home of Irene
Mitchuson at 9:30 a.m.
National Organization for
Women (NOW) will -meet at
he United Campus Ministry
at 7:30 p.m.
East Elementary Cub Scout
Pack meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. at East School.
Phebian Sunday School
Class, Mrs. Theron Riley,
teacher, will meet at the home
of Mrs. Karl Hussung, 900
Meadowlane, at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Grove 6126 WOW will meet
at six p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Council No. 50, Royal
and Select Masters willmeet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic
Hall.
Ellis Center will open for
Senior Citizens at ten a.m.
with a juggling act by a MSC
student at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and table games at
one p.m.
Black Appreciation Night
will be at University School
auditorium with special films
being shown starting at six
p.m. Admission is fifty cents
for one or both.
Senior Citizens will have a
work day at the Green House
at 1:30 p.m. Everyone with
plants at the green house is
requested to come to help and
call 753-0929 by 11:30 a.m. for
transportation.

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Campus Lights will be
Lovett
presented
at
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
Thursday, February 12
East Calloway Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Club
will meet at the school at
seven p. m.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club will meet at the
First Christian Church at 7:30
p. m. A spring fashion show
will be presented.
Calloway
Southwest
Elementary School will have
its homecoming and crowning
of the King and Queen between the Southwest-North
Boys basketball game.
Friday, February 13
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four

Homecoming will be at
Calloway County High School
with a dance to follow the
basketball game sponsored by
the Student Council.
Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Church will have a
potluck dinner at six p.m. at
the church. Members of
Poplar Spring Church and
husbands are invited as
special guests.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Esco Gunter,
Farmer Avenue.
Shopping for senior citizens
to Roses, Kroger and downtown will be at 9:30 a.m. and to
Big K, Parker's Grocery and
downtown at 12:30 p.m. For
morning shopping call by nine
a.m. and for afternoon by
11:30 a.m.
Campus Lights will be
Lovett
at
presented
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
Saturday, February 14
Campus Lights will be
presented
at
Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
"Young at Hearts Dinner"
for members, 70 or older, will
be by the Young Adults Class
of Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ at six p.m. in the
multi-purpose room of the
church.
Special birthday supper will
be held at the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church at seven p.m.

Tray Favors Mode
By The Flint Gas
The Girls in Action of Flint
Baptist Church met Wednesday, February 4, to make
Valentine tray favors for the
hospital and rest homes.
After the tray favors were
made, the group leader, Mrs.
Janice Chapman, read articles of a Girls in Action
magazine.
Six members were present.

.11)181;111)1ris

Call 753-8856

In England a 200th anniversary is a bicentenary, not a
bicentennial as in the United
States.
Also visit our stores in
Mayfield & Pare

Saw 300101
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Leather-Nee

SHOULDER BAG
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savE $220
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*Open Ntgies 1,1 9*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Care

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray

The home of Mrs. Charles
Morris was the same of the
January meeting of the United
Methodist Women of the
Martin's Chapel Church with
Mrs. Homer Charlton in
charge of the program on the
"Week of Prayer and Self
Denial."

Assisting Mrs. Charlton
were Mrs. Tom Patterson,
Mrs. Hilman Coles, Mrs.
Eunice Henry, Mrs. Mary
Riding, Mrs. W. A. CunFrances
Miss
ningham,
Whitnell, and Mrs. Harmon
NVhitnell.
The thought for the month
by Dr. Norman Vincent Peal
was given by Miss Frances
Whitnell, president, who
presided at the meeting. ,'
Other members preseut
were Mrs. Larry Cunningham, Mrs. Linda Carter,
and Mrs. Ralph Robertson.
Two visitors were Mrs. Edith
Carson and Master Charlie
Patterson.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, February 17, at
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Ralph Robertson with Mrs.
Linda Carter as program
leader.

With dainty brown decoration
on white icing. Fresh
leatherleaf greenery outlined
the scallop shape of the cake
stand and repeated the design
of the crocheted edging of the
cloth.
(
Of Interest To
Covering the tea table was
an embroidered organdy
cloth, centered with a blue
glass "Bride's Basket" which
belonged to a grandmother.
The basket was filled with
baby's breath and silk wild
Randy Scarborough, ten
flowers. Flanking the basket
year old son of R. W.
were silver candelabra and
Scarborough, Jr., Murray
appointments holding horRoute Five, won a 20
sdoeuvres, finger sandwiches
volume set of The New
and the tranditional wedding
Book of Knowledge enpunch.
cyclopedia in the NashTo further carry out the
ville Banner's "Tell Me
bridal theme of nostalgia and
The Senior Citizens of the
Why' column for subsentiment old fashion white
Concord and Hazel areas
New
mitting the question,
wicker baskets were filled
held a joint potluck luncheon Newcomers Club 'po
Diatonsr
Ran*What
Are
with greenery and placed at
at the Hazel Community
dy spends much of his
vantage points in the recepWednesday,
Center
on
Meet On Thursday
home
of
the
in
time
spare
tion area.
at
noon.
January
28,
After the reception the
his grandparents, Mr. and
The
Welcome
Wagon
Those present were Jack
couple left for a wedding trip
Mrs. R. W. Scarborough,
Buster, Mattie Buster, Odelle Newcomers Club will meet
with the bride wearing a
Route Two, Dover, Tenn.,
Alton, Hazel Alton, Lula Thursday, February 12, at
jacket and dress ensemble of
and it was while visiting
Allbritton, Mamie Bogard, 7:30 p.m. at the First
blue knit with a contrasting
his grandparents he enAlice Steely, Fannie Owen, Christian Church.
scarf.
tered the contest. A fifth
A spring fashion show will
Effie
Ferguson,
Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. Parker are
grade student .at East
Edwards, Margaret Ralph, be presented.
now at home ,at 2168-A WinElementary
Calloway
All members and interested
Mary Montgomery, Lockie
terberry, Lexington, KenSchool with Mrs. Sonny
Cathcart, and Annette Bur- persons are invited to attend,
tucky.
a club spokesman said.
Hooks as teacher, his
nham.
Out of town guests included
favorite hobbies are sporse
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
ts and music. In baseball
Dabelgott, Corpus Christi,
kW an timefor Valentme Ihr$
season he plays with the
Texas, U. and Mrs. Gordon
'Sale
Kentucky League, and he
Rodell, Ft. Knox, Mrs. Ralph
takes guitar lessons. On
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Loyd Parker
Tesseneer, Louisville, Mrs.
January 24 while at the
The wedding vows of Miss a dark green background. Larry Becker, Hampton, Va.,
Thursday. Fndav,
b Reynolds
home of his aunt, Mrs. C.
Alesia Gail Smith and Robert They had bishop sleeves and Mr. and Mrs. Dale ftiggins,
ticturder omit')
price
Hendersonville,
D. Lyons,
Lloyd Parker were exchanged deep hem ruffles. Bands of Memphis, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Tenn., he was presented
in a beautiful candlelight wide crocheted lace outlined John Dtunford, Henderson,
with his books and a
winter ceremony at the the V-neckline. Each carried a Mr. and Mrs. Mark Snider of
photographer from the
Kirksey United Methodist wrought-iron hurricane lamp Sikeston, Mo., Mr. and Mrs.
Olympic Plaza
7.33- 859
Nashville Banner made
Church. Rev. Charles Yancy tied with satin streamers to Bill Cottringer and Deisha,
5.
pictures.
performed the double ring match the pew markers.
Belknap, Ill., Mr. and Mrs.
ceremony.
The flower girl wore a blue John Marshall, Mrs. Mike
The bride is the daughter of embroidered floor length Turley, Mr. and Mrs. Wavel
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Smith dress with an off-white eyelet Beamon, Mayfield, Mr. and
of Murray, Route Two and the pinafore. She carried a wicker Mrs. Leon Chambers, Mrs.
groom is the son of Mr. and basket filled with baby's Kathryn Schmuck, Miss Pam
CY7C3
Mrs. J. K. Parker of Nixon, breath and miniature dried Allcock and Robert Peeler,
Texas.
The
East
Calloway
flowers of the wedding colors Paducah, and Miss Darlene
LO 4
A program of organ tied
Elementary School Parentwith
multicolor Holland, Nashville, Tenn.
arrangements was presented streamers.
Rehearsal Dinner
Teacher Club will meet
by Mrs. Greg Stoll, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Parker, Thursday, February 12, at
Daniel Dablegott was the
"You'll Never Walk Alone" by best man. Groomsmen were parents of the groom, en- seven p.m.at the school.
Rogers and Hammerstein and Terry Broach, Lt. Gordon tertained with an informal
Jerry
Red
Overbey,
"The Lord's Prayer" were Ro*11, Myron Smith, brother buffet following. the wedding ,president, urges all parents,
sung by Miss Susan Penrod, of the bride, Larry Bell and rehearsal with 'Mrs. John 'teachers, and interested
Ill. Dan Leslie, who also served as Trotter. Mrs. Doris Ezell, and persons to attend.
Frankfort,
West
ce
Traditional wedding marches ushers. The men in the Mrs. Hugh Palmer as
At the January meeting of
the wedding party wore camel hostesses.
played
for
were
the PTC the guest speaker was
processional and recessional.
The tables were decorated Paul Jerry Lee of the Murray
tuxedoes trimmed with velvet
Mrs. Larry Bell presided at on the lapels and featuring with long patchwork printed Police Department who spoke
the guest register, which was brown vests and bow ties.
cloths topped with brown on "Drugs." He said "we all
accented with an old fashioned
runners and highlighted by a must unite to find a solution to
c'e bOt3460a4h
Traditional wedding vows crockery
of keep teenagers and adults
basket of dried hydrangea and
pitcher
°
•4o °. vQ
were
spoken
by
the
couple.
In
magnolia leaves.
chrysanthemums and baskets from abusing their minds and
0
Lighting for the sanctuary the context of the service, of marigolds. Covers were laid bodies."
quotes
concerning
love
and
was provided by black
for members of the wedding
4 °0
ry
Ia
• v C")
candelabra marriage were read from party and families.
wrought-iron
"The
Prophet"
by
Kahlil
o 0
4
entwined with fresh ivy. Focal
The couple presented gifts
•v
point of the altar decoration Gibran. They lit the unity to their attendants and sur_
0
0
00
00 4
was two tall antique beauty candle together to symbolize prise gifts to the hostesses.
baskets of brown wicker,filled their new life.
Prenuptial Events
For her daughter's wedding, Prenuptial events held in
with large yellow mums,
cattails and greenery. The Mrs. Smith wore a formal, A- honor of the bride were as
The West Kentucky Alpha
aisle was brightened by pew line, tourquoise knit gown with follows:
decorations of ivy, tied with lace bodice and matching lace
Surprise wedding party Delta Pi Alumni Association is
satin bows of brown, gold and jacket. Her corsage was given by the employees of being organized and any inhandmade
yellow
silk Jean Picoie Store in Port terested ADP sorority alumna
turquoise.
may contact Diana Jones,
rosebuds.
Bride's Dress
Arthur, Texas.
Mrs. Parker, mother of the
The bride was escorted by
Bridal shower held in phone 753-9349.
The next meeting of the
her father and given in groom, was attired in a floor- Murray with Mesdames Dan
marriage by her parents. She length peach knit dress with Leslie, Hugh Palmer, John Alumni ADP will be held
wore a Alfred Angelo formal matching jacket. Her flowers Trotter, James Tucker, and Sunday, April 4, at three p.m.
at the Alpha Delta Pi room at
gown of candelight Chantilly were matching hues of silk Doris Ezell as hostesses.
lace and polyester crystal and velvet.
Pottery and kitchen shower Murray State University.
Mrs. Dewey Crass, great given by Mesdames Larry
organza. The bodice featured
a wedding band collar ac- aunt of the bride, wore a long Bell, Gordon Roden, and
PADUCAH PATIENT
cented by seed appliques. blue and yellow knit gown. Ralph Tesseneer, Alpha
Mrs. Darrell Remole of
Beautiful double layered Her corsage was white silk Sigma Alpha sorority sisters, Murray has been dismissed
sheer trumpet sleeves which roses highlighted with blue at the sorority room at from Lourdes Hospital,
flowed from the elbow to the trimming.
Paducah.
Murray State University.
The wedding was directed
wrist, with a slender fitted
sleeve underneath were the by Mrs. Shirley Smith of The
Please Present Coupon When Ordering
highlight of her gown. Lace Showcase.
overlay adorned the bodice
Reception
and front panel, which was
Following the ceremony the
bordered with Venise trim. reception was held in the
The Watteau train had hand- fellowship hall with the bride's
clipped medallions scattered parents as hosts.
over the full, chapel length
Assisting in the serving
train. To complete her en- were Mrs. Daniel Dablegott,
For $1 29 (plus tax)
semble, she wore a long veil Miss Donna Jones, Miss Sarah
attached to a Juliet-type Sparks, Mrs. Hugh Palmer,
headpiece covered with Mrs. Doris Ezell, Mrs. Hal
Chantilly lace.
Smith and Mrs. John Trotter.
A colonial bouquet with They each wore corsages of
dried flowers and silk gold silk flowers tied with
blossoms of various colors brown velvet ribbon. Mrs.
was adorned with wide brown Greg Stoll and Mrs, Larry Bell
velvet streamers. Nestled in wore matching keepsake
•
her arrangement were flowers corsages of baby's breath and
wedding
from her mother's
silk flowers.
hat. She wore her grandThe wedding cake was
mother's wedding band on her served from a round table
right hand during the overlaid with a handmade
ceremony.
linen cloth, edged with heavy
Mrs. Gordon Rodell served crocheted lace which was
as matron of honor for her made by a great aunt. The
cousin. The bridesmaids were three tiered cake was placed
Please Present Coupon When Ordering
Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer, Miss on a large wooden gazebo.
Offer Expires Feb. 16, 1976
Susan Penrod, Mrs. Larry with
columns
turned
Becker, Mrs. Dan Leslie, all separated by a shelf
and
friends of the bride and Miss centered with three identical
Kim Smith, sister. Little Miss dried arrangements of varied
Alison Leslie was the flower sizes. Topping the cake was a
So don't settle for less
girl.
small statute which had
All the attendants wore belonged to the bride's mother
1304 Mein, lAwrvey, Ky.
Pads Rd., Mayfield, Ky.
floral gowns of blue, gold, since she was a child. The I
peach and turquoise design on cake was a light colored vice, 1611.4•411m1
Naloqmireeenreiralkm01
.
1moirelloaHmiNMEDOPANINNI.

Senior
Citizens

New Concord
And Hazel
Hold Meet

Needlepoint

1/2

The

Rasierry

East PTC Will
Meet Thursday

Alpha Delta Pi
Alumni Group
Is Organized

-for
Valentines Day
The Cherry Branch
Murray,Kentucky

Super Shef
2

There's more to like at Burger Chef

* All Advertised Merchandise is aLleast
30% Oft Our Everyday Low Prices.

10-7 Mon.-Thirs.

Mrs. Charles Morris Hostess
For Martin's Chapel Meeting

LE

iOE

1st Quality
PANTYHOSE

Miss Alesia Gail Smith And
Robert Loyd Parker Pledge
Vows At Kirksey Church

104 Friday
1-Sun.

94Sat.
Get to know us: you'll like us.
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Your Senator
Reports

•tr

A
WEISENBERGER

One of the most misunderstood bills
before the General Assembly is one
which would abolish the present holderin-due-course doctrine. Ironically, the
measure has solid support among labor
and consumer groups who ultimately
will come off as the big losers if the bill
passes.
Now "holder-in-due-course" sounds
rather ominous to the average citizen.
It works this way: A consumer buys a
new or used automobile, TV set, major
appliance, etc., and finances all or part
of the purchase price with the retailer
of signing a promissory note at a
Stipulated rate of interest with installment payments.
In most cases the retailer cannot
afford to carry the notes himself, so he
sells them to a bank or other lending
institution, receiving the principal ( the
face amount) of the note and the bank
gets the interest. By purchasing the
Dote the bank becomes the owner and
payee and is known legally as a holderIn-due-course. At this point the bank
: notifies the purchaser of the transfer
and directs that payments be made
'directly to them.
On the surface it makes no difference
. to the purchaser, who pays the bank
instead of the retailer. But problems

10 Years Ago
. A survey team of the Kentucky
.Department of Highways has been in
Murray this week working in the area
the city limits on Mayfield Highway
.121. Unofficial reports are that the
:survey is to determine the location of a
;road connecting Highway 121 with the
tiew Highway 641 Bypass north of
Murray.
-7.-7 The Murray City Council passed a
!resolution naming the Little League
• Baseball Park in the City Park for the
Sate Gene Cathey.
Mrs. Belle Brown, age 80, died this
morning at the Convalescent Division
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Prof. Howard Giles spoke at the
'meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Doris Ezell announce
'the engagement and approaching
:Marriage of their daughter, Pamela, to
*Jimmy Dan Robinson, son of Mr. and
!Jilts. J. D. Robinson.

20 Years Ago
Calloway County is among ten
:counties in Kentucky which have been
selected for a national survey being
made by the United States Department
of Agriculture and the Bureau of
, Census. This is the first nationwide
:interview survey covering expenses for
:fliarm production and for family living.
P!!,i, Mrs. Eva May Story Jackson, age 89,
• ied February 9.
First Lieutenant George E.Freeman,
•
son of Mrs. Olga Freeman of Hazel,
,
J• ecently was graduated from the
,
;1.111ilitary Medical Orientation Course at
'Ole Medical Field Service School, Fort
Sam Houston, Texas.
A special program on the Boy Scouts
- was presented at the meeting of the
-Murray Rotary Club. Verne Kyle,
.1totarian and District chairman of the
•„Happy Valley Scout District, in:troduced Hugh Miller, Scout Executive,
who presented several members of the
local Boy Scout Units.
Potatoes are advertised at twenty.7:five cents for a five pound bag in the ad
Is:Eor Swann's Market this week.

arise when the item parchased proves
to be defective and the retailer can't(or
won't) repair or replace it. The bank is
shielded by the holder-in-due-course
doctrine and the payments must continue. The only recourse for the consumer is to sue the retailer.
This is the crux of the "consumer
protection" argument for abolishing
the holder-in-due-course doctrine. Why
should payments be made ot the bank of
the item purchased won't work? A good
question, and seemingly well taken
until you follow the argument to its
inevitable conclusion.
At present a bank can purchase installment notes with little risk. If the
consumer defaults, the original retailer
usually has to refund the unpaid
balance. If a lawsuit is filed, it is between the consumer and the retailer. In
either case the bank is protected.
Without the holder-in-due-course
doctrine, installment notes would have
considerable risk because the consumer could terminate payments and
the bank would be forced to employ an
attorney and become involved in a
three-way lawsuit.
The result is obvious. Instead of
paying face value for the note and being
content to collect the interest, the banks
would "discount" the note by paying
perhaps only 90 per cent of the face
value because of the added risk — a 10
per cent discount.
In the case of automobiles the difference is significant. If the auto dealer
finances a note of, say,$3,000, he would
receive only $2,700 from the bank. And
if you think the dealer will absorb that
loss you are badly mistaken. In order to
get his $3,000, the note will be increased
to a little more than $3,300 — the addition passed on to the consumer!
I don't know the statistics on the
number of real "lemons" sold in the
auto industry, but I believe them to be
relatively few. If the holder-in-due
course doctrine is abolished, every
purchaser who does NOT get a lemon
will pay an additional 10 per cent to
protect the few who do. In a state of
more than three million citizens, the
increased cost to the consumer would
be astronomical.
I submit that a better alternative
would be stricter regulations in the
area of warranties by retailers. Let me
hear from you.

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
TODAY'S TOPIC: MORE NATIONA
LIZATION
One of the key objectives of communists. and leftwing socialists in
Western countries is the nationalization
of industry.
In Great Britain, for example,
George Matthews, a member of the
executive committee of the Communists Party, recently published a
pamphlet in which he called for the
extension of nationalization to more key
industries. He said:'The main national
and multinational firms should be
taken over. The oil industry, so important for the future of the country,
should also be nationalized, as should
banks and big financial institutions.
These steps would not only thwart
attempts by big business to sabotage
the government's plans, but also make
possible effective national planning."
Tragically, the Wilson government in
Britain has appeased leftist extremists.
A bill to nationalize 43 Companies in the
shipbuilding and aircraft industries has
been passed by the House of Commons.
This appeasement apparently was
recognized as such by moderate
members of the Labor Party, for the
bill passed by the very narrow margin
of 280 to:1275.
The
ideological
drive
for
nationalization has nothing to do with
helping Britain improve its economy.
The existing nationalized industries in
the United Kingdom are losing $2 billion
a year. More extensive nationalization
will mean even heavier burdens on
British taxpayers.
Reg Prentice, a moderate Laborite,
recently declared that "The people of
this country do not want more
nationalization. They recognize that we
need an efficient and profitable private
sector." Unfortunately, this view did
not prevail.
Americans should note the way in
which ideological extremists are
gaining influence over the Labor Party
and government in Britain. Moderates
are losing out. East-West Digest ( 139
Peiersharn Rd., Richmond, Surrey,
England, $12 per year )- offers the most
comprehensive and accurate coverage
of British leftist movements,as well as
superb reportage and analysis of the
nationalization threat.
The drive for more extensive
nationalization in Britain is paralleled
by a similar drive in the United States.
Ever since the "oil shock" of 1973,
radicals in America have sought to turn
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the oil companies into bogeymen.
Liberal politicians and commentators
are increasingly open in their enthusiasm for nationalization.
Sens. Jackson and Stevenson, for
example, have introduced legislaiton to
involve the federal government in
drilling for oil and gas. A federal oil and
gas corporation would be the first step
towards nationalization of the
petroleum industry.
Another legislative proposal would
break up oil companies, separating
production, refining and distribution
functions, though these functions
properly belong together in a complex
enterprise.
Congress also has authorized the
ConRail system, which will take over
bankrupt rail lines. This is the first step
in the direction of a nationalized
railroad system and will cost the
taxpayers untold billions of dollars.
Federal empire builders also are
active in the communications field.
National Public Radio, with its heavy
liberal-left bias in reporting and
commenting on the news, gives Big
Government a foot in the door in the
communications industry.
Americans cannot afford to be
apathetic about the threat of
nationalization. Government ownership
of the means of production is an integral part of an authoritarian state.
It is well to bear in mind the comment
made by John Chamberlain,author and
economic historian, that the private
business system "which gives free play
to the decisions of individuals and
voluntary groups, has allowed for a
kind of uncoerced social collaboration
that is wholly impossible under centralized government planning."
Nationalization, whether direct as
undertaken in Britain or indirect as
found in the design for a federal oil and
gas corporation, is the embodiment of a
regimented
economy. And
a
regimented economy has no place in a
free society.
- --- •

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. 11 you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main Str., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: What are Mother's
benefits? — W. L.
Answer: if a man retires or becomes
disabled and has children at home
under the mother's care(under age 18),
and the mother is not yet old enough to
draw wife's benefits(age 62), then the
mother would be eligibile to draw
mother's benefits from her husband's
account until the youngest child turns
18.
Heartline: How much of a reduction
will there be in my widow's benefits if I
start drawing them before age 65? — T.
G.
Answer: The basic age 65 widow's
benefits is 100 per cent of her deceased
husband's benefits. If a widow draws
widow's benefits before age 65, then she
would receive the following percentages of her deceased husband's
benefits:
Age
Percentage of
deceased husband's
beneft
60
71 per cent
61
77.1 per cent
62
62.9 per cent
63
88.6 per cent

Unsolicited Goods
the mail? First, consumer can refuse to
accept delivery of the merchandise.
This may be done by marking them
"return to sender" and giving them
back to the postman. The consumer has
another option: he may keep the
merchandise. Unsolicited goods may be
disposed of in any manner by the
consumer and considered as a gift.
Many of the unsolicited goods
received by consumers are accompanied by heart-rending letters
requesting payment for the goods. Your
response to such pleas is a personal
matter, but remember, you are not
required to pay or donate money for
unrequested and unordered merchandise.
If you have any questions about
unsolicited goods or any consumer
complaint contact the Attorney
General's Division of Consumer
Protection. Write to Attorney General,
Division of Consumer Protection, The
Capitol, Room 34, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601 or call, toll-free, on the consume,
hotline at 1-800-372-2960.

By F.J.L. Blasingaine. M.D
truck by cars, about 13 per cent
of the tatei according to the report, conies of persons aged 65
or older. Deafness sight impairment, Attern faulty judgment and episodes of nsirnenlary confusion are probably contributing factors Few programs
of education single out the aged
and promote their safety
In general, there an. special
programs to help protect the
blind and children being
transported by school buses
Sorne special attention throug)i
education needs to be given to
all pedestrians bit particularly
to young children and the
elderly
Meanwhile. all drivers should
give thoughtful comideration to
the danger of pedestrian injury
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Alertness. courtesy and petience
are eseential in handling a moving motor vehicle.
Q Mrs W. warts to know
whit causes a Steckel's diverticulurn and asks it every person
has one She lies a nephew who
had to have one removed
because of a bowel hemorrhage
A. During early embryonic
devekipment, the bowel is attached by an ouipocketing to Ow
yolk sec Usually this coulpodteting lyoUt stall.) becomes obliterated, atrophies and dimappears
In rare caws parts of the outpocketing persist as a sort of en
appendix attached to the lower
part of the small intestine and
may become inflamed or may
bleed and require surgical

64
94.3 per cent
Heartline: I am divorced. Am I entitled to any survivor benefits based on
the federal civilian service of my
deceased husband? He worked for the
federal government for 40 years. We
were married 23 years before our
divorce. B. F.
Answer: No, since you are divorced,
you would not be entitled to any Civil
Service benefits, unless your former
husband designated you for a lump sum
payment of the deductions to his credit
in the Retirement Fund upon his death.
The only way ytiu could determine
whether or not he did so would be to
inquire in writing to the United States
Civil Service Commission, Washington,
D. C. Identify your late husband by
name, date of birth, claim number,last
agency where employed and dates of
such employment.
Heartline give you helpful information in the free leaflet, "Three
Basic Types of Health Insurance," To
obtain your copy, address a long envelope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an enevelope
addressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines,Iowa 50306.

Bible Thought
The

Spirit of the Lord Is upon
me, because he bath anointed me
to preach the gospel to the poor....
Luke 4:18.
We see in Jesus the fulfillment of
God's plan. Since we are all poor
in and of ourselves, we need Him.

I

The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger a Times is
published every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc. 103 N. 4th St Murray.
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray,
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served

Consumer Comment
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
A Kentucky resident recently
received a tie in the mail. It was accompanied by a request for a donation.
The consumer called the toll-free
Attorney General's Consumer Hotline
(1-800472-2960) and wanted to know if
he had to send money for this item. This
consumer was informed that a
remittance was not required because
consumers are protected by Kentucky's
law concerning unsolicited goods.
Unsolicited goods are any items
received through the mail, such as ties
and notecards, that were not ordered or
requested by the consumer. Unsolicited
goods do not include merchandise
ordered directly by the consumer or
items received by the consumer
belonging to a purchasing club
operating under the negative option
plan. Also, merchandise addressed to
or intended for someone else is not
considered as unsolicited goods under
this statute.
What should the consumer do when
he receives these unsolicited items in
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Executive Vice Presidt-nt

Pedestrian Safety
Program Needed

4
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United States Industrial Council

Let's Stay Well

Shouldn't we put more
-: emphasis on pedestrian softy in
Our driver's education proklgrams!
An analysis of automobilepedestrian accidents by the
of Transportation
that 24 per omit of those
*mons Injured were children
..,,fietneween theacr
ve of livelacandks
Tha
geoeç
of speed, distance and
tiounds. Too, the youngsters inky
tlaat be able to read and waderstraffic signals and signs. In
tion. their peers and eklets
!slay not be setting good exam::ples or practicing safety
ineasures regarding traffic by
2arpeang at the proper places
according to the laws.
,:- The next group most Mon
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Sensing The News

by Sen. Richard Weisenberger
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Int. Hwy. Si So., Hwy.45 and West Ky
Pwky. — South Fulton, Tenn.
Pho. (901) 479-3336

by carriers, 12 25 per month, payable in
advance By mail in Calloway County
and PO Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, S•doiro
and Farmington, Ky., and Pont,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00
per year By mall to other destinations.
130 00 per year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association

Fine Food
Fabulous Salad Bar
Great Music
Large Hardwood Dance Floor
Beautiful Surroundings
Relaxing Atmosphere
Friendly Service

All of this 6 nights a week (sorry we are closed on Mondays). Crib Lounge
opens at 4:00 p.m. Dinner served from 5:30. Don't be In a rush, come early,
relax and en toy yourself. Our prices start at $4.95 with a choice of 15 entrees to
choose from. The price of the dinner entitles you to spend the entire evening
and use of the dance floor. There is NEVER and never has been a cover
charge for dinner guests. (Exception to this Jack Staulcup nights or special
events). Guests NOT having dinner pay a small cover charge of only $2.00
per person week nights and $3.00 per person on Saturday nights. No cover
charges for Lounge guests. Dress casually, coats and ties not required,
however we do ask no blue (cans after 7:30 Please. We have entertainment
every night:

ammo ail=

1
AWN.

Tuesday and Wednesday — The Bootleggers—A great group of
guys you will
want to hear again and again. Well known locally , they play all the latest as
well as old familiar hits.
Thursday , Friday and Saturday — The Thoroughbreds — They play your
choice — easy listening, Country Western, The Oldie Goldies or Good Smooth
Dance music. They can do them all.
Sunday—Rod Stephenson at the Guitorgan.
A one man band — professional entertainer who will amaze you at
his ability
to do so many things at one time. A Great Talent I

BIASING AMF
removal. An inflamed MeckPls
diverticulum may rupture and
cause peritonitis If &ignored
and operated on prior to nourtrig. recovery is usually satisfactory without any recurrent or
persistent trouble
Q Miss RR asks whether
wearing a girdle nuaes her
merles flabby
A. Muscle flabbiness a due to
an Irdiwitad leniency. obeity,
lack it exercise or a combination of thew factors By watch
Ow weir weight and taking regular exercise to strengthen your
yauteies, you can correct scene
flabblitent Whether or not you
wear a Odle is a matter of vnur
own comae end appearance

We cordially invite you to come,look around and see for yourself. We
think it 1
is a nice place to end the day or a great place to begin the evenings. If you
have 61
questions feel free to call. We will be happy to serve you.

Hope To See You Soon,
Sonny and Vada
Jack Staulcup Dinner Dance
March 4th — By Reservation Only
Brenda Lee — March lath
By Reservation Only
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IT GOT AWAY — Marshall County's Mike Rosa (21) controlled this rebound during lest night's
Marshol-Tigor clink which MHS won, 66-80. Trying hard for Murray High is (52) Freak Gann,
while(30) Ricitie Richardson and (42) David Fronk defend. Rosa finished with 18 points while(SS)
George Phelps pumped in 14 and (23) David Reed hood oll NUS scorers with 20.
*diPhase*terse W.IMMO

14

DUEL OF THE GUARDS — MCHS's Mike Rose did wet attempt sack a dribble very many times
against tire Tigers' Raymond Sims (10), who led all sowers in Nierrey's 14-110 win lest night wilt,
28 big points.
Staff Photo by Stott W Givass

Racer Women Defeated
59-51 By Hilltoppers
By Patsy J. Beauchamp
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
The Murray State women's
basketball team played
perhaps its' finest all-round
performance Tuesday night
but still succumbed to a
powerful Western Kentucky
team 59-51.
Earlier in the season, the
Hilltoppers toppled host
Murray by a 20 point margin.
"It was a hard fought game
and we played very well
against them," stated Coach
Dew Drop Rowlett."The girls
moved and hustled better than
they ever had."
The Lady Racers banged to
an 8-1 advantage early in the
game and never trailed in the
first hall. The Ladies led 28-25
TWO FOR OUR BLOCK
SHAWNEE MISSION, Kan.
( AP) — There could have been
a big block party on Cheverly,
Md., after two Ivy League
games on the same day this
season. Harvard's Jim Curry
took nine passes for 214 yards
in a 34-13 win over Cornell. And
Charley Watkins of Brown
caught a final period pass and
ran 65 yards for a touchdown
as his team tied Dartmouth 1010.
Both Curry and Watkins live
on the same block.

at intermission.
At the start of the second
half, the Hilltoppers came out
of the dressing room and
scored two quick baskets to
pull ahead by one. Murray
called time-out but when play
resumed, WKU scored two
more quick baskets.
After that, Murray and
Western exchanged goals for
the remainder of the game,
with Murray never really
being able to rally.
"We didn't do as well in the
rebounding department as we
have in the past," admitted
Rowlett. "We missed the
quick rebounding of Jackie
Mounts."
Along with Mounts, who is
out for the remainder of the
season with a broken finger,
senior guard Jana Jones
missed the first game of her
career due to a virus.
"Jana is our best long
outside shooter and we sure
missed
her,"
groaned
Rowlett.
"But regardless of the
outcome, I'm really proud of
the way the girls played,
especially on Western's home
court."
The Lady Racers had a 22-21
edge over Western in field
fano visit our store* in
May-field & Parts

Save 30°101
Sale.
Inventory
and

Brushed SoedeMen

Smooth
Boys

B1Q

Soit
Gasoa1 toy
Leasnet
Insole flus
ATO1
Padded
sl397

SAVE $4.75).

Reg

*Oven Napes 1.4 9*Use yOur MASTER CHARGE Card

10-7 Mon.-Thurs.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
10-8 Friday
9-8 Sat.
Murray
1-6 Sun.
- Get to know us; youll like us.

goals but the winning difference was in the free throws.
The Hilltoppers made 17 of
28 free throws compared to
seven of 16 for the Ladies.
Sindy Macovik led the
Ladies with 16 points before
fouling out. Debbie Hayes also
fouled out but not before
adding ten points.
Kauterbach led Western
with a game-high 24 points.
Dolman added 14.
The Lady Racers are now 810for the season.
Thursday the ladies travel
to SIU and come back Friday
to host a regionally ranked
fflinois State.
Murray
28 23-51
Western
25 34 -59
Murray (51)—Maddix 2,
Dillingham 7, Sindy Macovik
16, Sandy Macovik 6, Stokely
6, Griffith 4, Hayes 10 and
Leimbach.
Western (59)—Kauterbach
24, Chapman 11, Howard 3,
Lane 5, Dolman 14.

Area Cage Scores
Murray High 86 Marshall
County 80
Lone Oak 81 Calloway County
66
Carlisle County 88 Mayfield 87
lot)
Wingo 104 Cuba 90
Fulton City 74 Farmington 47
St. Mary 75 Fulton County 72
Reidland 77 Heath 70
Lowes 53 Hickman County 46
Symsonia 87 Sedalia 64
Predictions. 6-2 bringing
season record to 120-581 .674)

By STEVE W.GIVENS
Ledger 8c Times Sports Writer
Spirited by a pair of junior
crusaders, Murray High twice
was resurrected from the dust
under Marshall County boots
Tuesday night before a nearcapacity home crowd to earn a
86-80 win over the tough
Marshals.
It was dynamic guard
Raymond
Sims
and
aggressive hustler Andrea
Perry who boosted the Tigers
to their 10th win of the season
against five setbacks, while
visiting Coach Charley
Lampley's squad could earn
only a split on the year with
MHS and fell to 9-9.
Sims, who could be the best
5-9 guard in the First Region,
canned a game-high 28 points
in his second-best scoring
performance of the season,
just two markers shy of his
total against Carlisle County
in MHS's opening win.
Meanwhile, Perry also
noticed his second-best performance on the year and his
84 points fell just two short of
the 6-3 forward's output
against the Comets in that
earlier performance.
Deadlocked
a
heartthumping 14 times, nine of
which came in the second half,
the contest pitted together two
of the fourth district's three
squads and the region's fifth
and sixth ranked teams in
what has become one of the
hottest rivalries around
Behind the work of Sims
during the first five minutes,
MHS could only manage to
stay even with the visitors, but
then Sims began bombing
from the 20-foot mark and the
Tigers started to move. With
1:43 remaining Coach Cary
Miller sent Perry into action
and the cager responded with
a 10-foot jumper which made
it 19-12, MRS.
Senior guard David Reed,
the Marshals' leading scorer.
answered with a drivii,ag lay.
In, but Perry ripped the net on
the Tigers next trip downcourt
and then MHS's Lindsey
Hudspeth keyed a steal which
earned the hosts their widest
margin to date, 23-14.
Reed tossed in a one-handed
effort and added a free throw
when he was fouled with 50
seconds left, but Sims fired in
another 10 footer for his 11th
point of the contest just before
the buzzer to give MHS a 25-17
quarterstop edge.
Another lay-in boosted the
Tiger advantage to 10, but
MCHS began shooting from
the hip and when the dust had
cleared the visitors had
clicked the scoreboard eight
times to Murray's none to pull
within two. MCHS's senior
center, George Phelps, connected on a pair of inside
jumpers and senior forward
Dale Lovett pumped in four of
his 17 markers during that two
minute blitz.
Sophomore forward Frank
Gilliam connected on a crucial
jumper following a Tiger
time-out to push the MHS edge
to 29-25, but with 4:40 showing
Lovett pushed in a soft-touch
jumper to cut the margin.
Then the Sims & Perry
revitalizing act began!
Sims pumped in a fivefooter which Perry followed a
blink later and then in a move
which brought Coach Miller
off the bench in applause and
made the MHS crowd roar. . .
Perry put up one shot, missed,
then outfought four Marshals
for a third-effort shot which
fell through and Murray lead

35-27.
The Tigers cooled afterwards, however, as senior
MCHS guard Mike Rosa
worked inside the lane for a
pair of easy shots then drew a
foil] on a lay-up attempt which
connected. He made the toss
and the visitors had cut six
markers off the hosts' edge,
37-35.

Sims hit a 15 footer with 59
seconds showing in the half,
but MHS was guilty of back-toback turnovers before reserve
guard Brett Harcourt canned
a corner shot to give Murray a
slim 41-40 halftime edge.
Larry Schaper, a 6-2 junior
forward who notched 26 points
during the visitors' earlier
win, pumped in a spinning
jump shot 1:59 into the third
canto to lift the Marshals to
their first advantage of the
night, 44-43. He then connected
on a jumper following a steal
under the Tiger basket before
teammate Rosa found the
range and MHS wanted time
to talk miracles as the visitors

had ripped off six consecutive
points.
Ahead 49-45, Phelps grabbed
at a rebound for the Marshall
Countians, but somehow
Hudspeth came up with it and
keyed to Sims, who couldn't
find the handle and the Tigers
lost the opportunity. A second
later Phelps kept the rebound
and stuffed the ball through
the iron for a 51-45 MCHS
edge.
The pace continued until
Sims stole a low pass in the
Marshall backcourt and fired
downcourt to Perry who
sacked the wide-open lay-up
as the Tiger fans came off the
stands for the first time during
the action.
Perhaps it was the outburst
of support on the home side
that worked the magic of the
next 1:56, but more likely it
was the evangelistic work of
the Sims & Perry .. • again!
Causing a steal, Sims
bounced a pass to reserve
guard Richie Richardson, who
threw to senior center Bob
Wilder under the bucket and

he earned MHS an easy score.
The visitors collected a free
throw during next trip
downcourt, but a pair of points
by Sims at the line and a 15
footer jumper by Perry
deadlocked the game at 1:03,
left in the third period 56-all.
Murray High fell behind
again early in the fourth
period, 607, when Reed
tallied on a pair of jumpers
and Rosa added a free throw.
Sims cut that deficit when he
hit on another set shot and
then tied it at 61-all on a 15
footer to set the pace for the
next minute.
Both squads were hot from
the field during a brief span
which saw five deadlocks, the
last coming at 73-all when
Phelps fought his way to the
glass and tipped in a short
with 3:10 showing. Wilder then
pushed the hosts ahead for
keeps when he tallied on a layin after Gilliam had tipped the
ball on a jump at the Tiger
circle with 1:57 left.
Twenty seconds later Perry
made the defensive move of
the night when he blocked a
shot and allowed Sims to grab
the ball and be fouled immediately by Rosa. The first
free throw hung on the rim for
what seemed like forever, but
fell through to boost the hosts
out front, 78-73. Sims missed
the next shot, but Wilder
grabbed the rebound and
stuffed the ball in.
Murray built its widest
margin of the half with 1:10
left as Perry notched a jumper
and made it 82-74. But the
Marshals rallied to cut that
advantage to four during the
next 30 seconds as Schaper,
Reed, and Phelps altfound the
range!
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FRANK NIGH — Tiger forward David Frank (32) is nearly
hidden by Marshall County center George Phelps (SS) during
this rebound scrap lest night. Frank Gilliont ($2) end Andrea
Perry (far left) look on for FANS, while Dale Lovett(44)trios to
gain on inside position.
Staff Pinto by Stave W. Gisela

VALENTINC
DAY
15 Fc15.14-

PERRY PUMPS—Tiger lender forwent Andrea Perry climbs
for two of his 24 points against Marshall CAsionty lest night in
the 86-110 MHS Me. Mesas,(la vein) fee Ike Mersiiek are
(44) Dole Lovett wed (34) Larry Schaper, whits (left) MHS's
David Frank end (52)frank Mies watch.
Staff Plate by Steve W. Ghost

Wins Awards
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Defensive
end
Jack
Youngblood has won two most
valuable player awardsfor his
play with the-Les Angeles
Rams.
Ye
Old
Rams, an
organisation composed of
former Los Angeles players,
nulled Youngblood Tuesday
Wa Its MVP trophy recipient.
He also won the Reeves
Trophy

Fate was not kind for the
visitors, however, as Schaper
fouled out with 12 seconds
showing when he cut over the
arm of Perry while reaching
for the ball. MH.S got its insurance points on both free
throws and shut the visitors
out in the remaining time for
the win.
Murray connected on a good
51.3 per cent of its floor shots
(38 of 74), while the visitors
managed 32 of 70 for a 45.7 per
centage. The Marshals out
shot the hosts at the line,
connecting on 16 of 25 trips(64
per cent) of MHS's 10 of 20
effort.
Perry's 12 rebounds lead the
Tigers to a 48-35 edge in that
department, while Hudspeth
'grabbed 9, and Wilder and
Gilliam pulled down 8 each for
the winners.
Next action for Coach
Miller's sixth-ranked Tigers
comes Friday night when the
Hickman County Falcons
bring their slowdown troops,
rated 7th in the region, to the
Tiger Gymnasium. MHS then
goes on the road next week for
contests against Third District
powers Mayfield and Symsonia before closing its season
at home on Feb. 27 against
Fulton County.'

Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore — 753-0632

Bel-Air Shopping
Open TM 8:30 Fri. Nits
Diamonds Slightly Enlarged to Shoe Exquisite Detail

rnal
laction
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Poor First-Half Effort Cost
Lakers Setback At Lone Oak

al

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Just in case there are some
supersticious basketball fans
at Calloway County High
School, there's no need to
worry.
The Lakers won't lose
number 13 on Friday the 13th
when they host Mayfield. Not
that the Lakers are going to
beat Mayfield ( which they
could do) but number 13 came
Tuesday night at Lone Oak.
Number 13 came by an 81-66
margin and it came perhaps
even before the team walked

ot kind for the
ver, as Schaper
ith 12 seconds
he cut over the
while reaching
N1HS got its ins on both free
hut the visitors
mining time for

"iected on a good
A its floor shots
'tile the visitors
70 for a 45.7 per
Marshals outIs at the line,
16 of 25 trips(64
MHS's 10 of 20

ebounds lead the
1-35 edge in that
while Hudspeth
ind Wilder and
down 8 each for

on for Coach
i-ranked Tigers
r night when the
ounty Falcons
lowdown troops,
he region, to the
slum. MHS then
ad next week for
ist Third District
field and Sym;losing its season
Feb. 27 against

tes Gees
fg ft Pf tp
9 2 2 20
5 1 3 18
8 1 4 17
4 3 5 11
32 16 16 80

••••7

fg ft
12 4 3
11 2 2
6 2 5
3 2 4
3 0 4
1 0 2
0 0 0
33 10 21

tp
20
24
14
8
6
2
0
87

17 73 19 21-10
23 16 16 29-86

OUR CHOICE

5

on the floor.
Probably suffering a letdown after playing such a
hard-fought game with
powerful Paducah Tilghman
Saturday, the Lakers were
about as lively in the first half
as a home for retired undertakers.
Calloway started the game
off right as David Williams
scored on an "alley-oop" pass
from Fly Beane to put the
Lakers on top 2-0. After that,
everything was wrong.
Turnovers, poor shots and a

Barnes Scores 35 And
Spirits Edge Pacers

very physical bane Oak team
plagued Calloway for the rest
of the first half.
Trailing 13-6 late in the first
period, the Lakers got shut out
the rest of the way and were
down 18-6 at the quarterstop.
Over the next four minutes,
Lone Oak outscored Calloway
14-8 and with 4:14 left in the
first half, the Purple Flash
were flashing along with a 3314 cushion.
The first 20-point lead for
Lone Oak came at the 2:35
mark of the second period
when 6-4 center Robert
Charlet crashed the boards for
a tip to stretch the lead out to a
whopping 37-17 margin.
Lone Oak led 45-17 with less
than a half-minute to go in the
half and had the ball with a
chance of taking a 30-point
lead at intermission.
But Junior guard Tommy
Futrell picked up a loose ball
and managed to fire in a fivefooter with two seconds left in
the half to make it 45-19 at the
Coke break.
Wayne Blackman, a 5-11
forward, scored 20 of Lone

off the pace.
By MARC ROSEN WASSER
"The last play of the game
Associated Press Writer
designed for Knight,"
was
INDIANAPOLIS( AP)-Go
said Pacer Coach Bobby
of
lot
ahead and devise a
A
1.
Leonard. "It was supposed to
complex plays. But if you play be a quick turn-in, but Billy
Robtrt
6-4
keep
to
way
one
found
Ushers
the
of
(44)
FINGER TIP REBOUND- Mike Wells
basketball, make sure you can got hung up for a second and it
use the fingers to tip the ball off
Charlet (44) of Lone Oak off the boards: get position and then
the ball in the basket. seemed to throw him off."
put
lower right is David Williams while
to his other hand, away from Charlet. Getting crunched at the
Otherwise you can't win.
Barnes' winning hoop
Fly Beane (34) watches the action.
It's that simple.
a career-high, 35-point
wasted
(Staff Photos by Mike Ireaskw)
Marvin Barnes proved it effort by Lenny Elmore. The
Tuesday night when he hit a 6-foot-10 Indiana center
20-foot jump shot with three stuffed in the tieing basket at
seconds left in overtime to lift the buzzer ending regulation
the St. Louis Spirits past the play and, at one point, hit nine
Indiana Pacers, 127-126. It was straight baskets. He grabbed
the only game scheduled in the 19 rebounds as well.
Basketball
American
Neither team led by more
Association.
five points in the tightly
than
"When I called time out to played first half. But the
set up the final play in the
the scorer's table and tried to Reuther restrained the Texas overtime, we were looking to Spirits, winners of seven of
By KEN RAPPOPORT
nine overtime games this
attack the official. Then for .A&M coach with a bear hug.
have Freddie Lewis drop the season, grabbed a 13-point
AP Sports Writer
a
threw
shake
he
to
measure,
managed
Metcalf
good
ball off to Caldwell Jones," lead in the third quarter.
When Shelby Metcalf kicks
loose long enough to hurl a red
chair on the court.
Spirits' Coach Joe
said
up a fuss, he does it in flying
Then Indiana rallied.
Such bizarre behavior only chair on the floor.
"But it ended up as
Mullaney.
colors.
Metd
Pacers led 121-117 and
Methodist
The
overlooke
Southern
Galvan
the
made
play. So Marvin just
Enraged at a referee's call
in overtime before
play a little calf's kick of the table, but a broken
124-121
team
basketball
shot and hit it."
Tuesday night, the Texas
Jones hit a series of
went could not overlook his version took the
and
Lewis
Mustangs
the
and
better
Indiana called an imA&M basketball coach booted
on to a 69-65 victory, knocking of musical chairs. He hit the mediate time out and set up a free throws to put St. Louis
the Aggies out of the South- Aggie coach with a technical, play for All-Star forward Billy back on top and set the stage
for the last-second strategems
which SMU's Mike -Jaccar
west Conference lead.
Knight. The play worked as
and heroics.
"That was no doubt a big converted from the free throw
missed
intended, but Knight
Ron Boone led the Spirits
play," said SMU Coach Sonny line. Ira Terrell, who scored 26 the shot and the fifth-place
with 29 points, while Barnes
reference to the points for the winners, then
in
Allen
posiertui
most
the
half-game
contains
ODRINEX
Pacers fell another
added 28. Knight had 28 for the
incident which lit Metcalf's made a layup and the
reducing ad ever released to the public
w,thout a prescrimon-cheicarly proven
Pacers.
Mustangs were off and
fire.
by a leading University Hospital_
Joins Triplets
winging.
Here's what happened:
An amazing hunger tame that suppresses
tne appetite lets you en_pin three good
With SMU leading 58-57,
EVANSVILLE,Ind.( AP)meals a day-the tiny OORINEX tablet
campus Fred Martin, a former major
two
While
A&M's Barry Davis
Texas
hungry
being
without
less.
hs leu eat
drove the lane for a layup but policemen hovered ever league baseball pitcher and
dsk.11 go the calories, dews goes your weight
No crass diets or strenuous eyercries Sale
was called for charging by Metcalf at the Aggie bench, pitching coach, has been
nervous
you
make
not
taken as directed -will
slim
start
Paul Galvan. Metcalf the coach was heard to snarl, named pitching coach of the
you
referee
as
mess
led
wiper,
task
ming down today with OORINEX. Sets
rushed out of his chair and "You fat slob," to one of them. Evansville Triplets of the
'action guaranteed or mosey back
Asked if he approved of American Association.
gave the scorer's table a
conduct, Allen
soft
Metcalf's
sending
kick,
g
resoundin
Martin, 60, replaces Fred
hedged a bit.
drinks and pencils flying.
Gladding who was brought up
When Galvan passed by, "I should have reacted that by the Triplets' parent Detroit
Metcalf attempted to grab way myself a few times," he Tigers in the same capacity
him, but assistant Norman said.

Flash while Charlet added 23
and 6-3 forward Tony DeLuna
ptunped in 16.
For Calloway, Futrell led
the attack with 21 while
Williams scored 16 and Mike
Wells 10. Starters Fly Beane
and Greg Byars added nine
and eight points respectively.
After hosting Mayfield
Friday, the Lakers get
another tough test in
McCracken County next
Tuesday when they visit
powerful St. Mary, twice a
victim of now 7-10 Lone Oak.

Oak's points in the first half as
the hosts connected on 21 of 35
from the field for a blistering
60 per cent.
Calloway managed to hit
just nine of 28 shots in the half
for a poor .321 mark.
, In the third period, the
Lakers threw on the press and
slowly began to whittle away
at the lead. Calloway got the
lead under 20 points once in
the period and trailed 61-40
going into the last quarter.
Futrell hit a 10-footer to
open the fourth period, center
Greg Byars followed with a
layup, Futrell bombed in an
18-footer and Beane hit from
15 and suddenly, with 5:40 left
in the game, the Lakers
trailed only 61-48.
Lane Oak took a tirneout and
regrouped and the Lakers
could never get any closer
than the final 15-point margin
as the Purple Flash size
combined with the poor first
half-performance of the
Lakers spelled the 13th loss of
the season for Calloway.
Blackman finished with 27
points to pace the Purple

Collewey Cswity
fg ft pr
3 4 4
Wells
4 1 5
Beane
4 0 3
Byars
8 0 1
10 1 3
Futrell
1
0
D hit-Culston
0
0
Stumm
0
0
Met.411on
0
0
Barrett
0
1
S McCuiston
17
30
Totals

Blackman
Delena
Charlet
Houser
Champion
Montgomery
Totals
Calloway
Lane Oak

tp
10
9
II
1
2

66

fit
11
7
10
4
0
0
22
6 13
19 U

Aggies' Coach Upset
Over Poor Officials

LOSE WEIGHT
STARTING TODAY

bet Wayne Blackman
EVERYBODY WANTS IT- Everybody was in on the ban% for this rehoond
picture include Greg
the
in
takers
boot.
(32) wound up with the ball and a game-high 73 points to
Beane).
(behind
Williams
David
Byars (SO), Fly Beane (34) and

(Stuff /hetes by Mike Brimmlee)

• 'bale (IA%
• Nast. \Ilk agt
• Sa%t•

BEGLEY'S r_i)

To Take Tour

High

Elsewhere in college
basketball, 17th-ranked St.
John's whipped Rhode Island
56-47; Texas Tech defeated
Texas 71-60; Houston outscored TCU 103-95; American
turned back La-Salle 63-61;
Manhattan trimmed Temple
70-64; Creighton beat Tulsa 7569; Iowa stopped Drake 71-65;
Jacksonville downed Stetson
57-51; The Citadel nipped
Furman 76-72 and Utah State
blitzed Mesa State 96-79.

Voltage

NEW YORK ( AP) - Jack
Lambert and Lynn Swann of
the Pittsburgh Steelers,
James Harris of the Los
Angeles Rams and D.D. Lewis
of the Dallas Cowboys will
National
represent the
Football League on a tour of
overseas U.S. military bases.
They will visit bases in
Okinawa, The
Korea,
Philippines and Hawaii during
a 21-day tour starting Feb. 25.

You've seen it advertised on TV
'Custom Polysteel' radials are built to help avoid hydroplaning - a loss of control that can occur when tires ride
up on a slippery film of water instead of the road. Eight
wide tread grooves channel the water through, instead of
letting it build up. With 'Polysteel', you get gas-saving
radial construction too -steel cord belts for handling
stability, polyester cord body for ride. Buy now and save.
Hurry.
... Offer Ends Saturday Night.

Ilighlolhage

Whitewall
Size

High Voltage means straight-through-the-partittoe
cell connectors deliver more Initial starting power
than an otherwise identical battery with up-andoter nett connectors

1973 Pali
lig Seek wen

$30.45

RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will issue you
a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price.

WITH
TRADE -111

SALE PRICE
With Trade

;54.85
$58.80
$70.75
$73.75
$79.40
$75.70
$81.35
$88.10

$44.115
$alt
$51.55
$12.13
WM

AR78-13
BR78-13
FR78-14
GR78-14
HR78-14
GR78-15
HR78-15
LR78-15
Plus $1.98 to $3.47

M147
$73.15
F.E.T., depending on size

Watch The Winter Olympics Tonight On ABC-TV
lire Sale Prices
Remain In Effect
Thursday,Friday
& Saturday Only

topping

Fti
ilitesuk
N Detail

CUT 27%

See

8 Ways to Buy

rifEAR
GOOD•

$488

of major
brand 10 30 grade oil.
ICt 40 grade $1.50 extra.

appointment
• Includes light

imported con and trucks. Big
piston gluey more stability end ride F.0.001 Mien frost standard
I-inch pistons. All-wisertuse

sit., br U.S. cors,

• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • lanklmericard
• American Express Meng Card
•Carte Blanche • Olsen Club

Brakes

lour Choke

Up to 5 cits

• With electronic equipment our
mechanics fine-tune your engine,
installing new points. plugs A

•Complete chassis
lubrication & nil change
---a• Helps ensure long
wearing parts A smooth,
quiet performsince
•Please phone for

HEAVY DUTY 1975 Fax $54
ch
ea4
wet
SHOCKS Sig Seal
$7.49

• Cash •fiseilyan Revolving Charg

Your Independrnt Dealer For His Price Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores.

Lube and Oil Change

Z11119000 Series

• Prices ere Catalog Pelee. • filiklairixiii:liasElatine

Regular Price
With Trade

condenser • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine for maximum gas mileage•Includes nelson Toyota. VW h light trucks

2 - Wheel Freed Disc: Install new
front disc brake pads • Repack and
inspect front wheel bearings • In
spect hydraulic system and rotor.
(does not include rear wheels)
OR
4-Wheel Drum --Type: Install new
brake linings all four wheels • Re
pack front wheel branngs•!we( r
brake hydradlic system, add fluid.

trucks

-Sot. 7:30 to 6:00
Repel.Store Hours: Mon. through Thurs., 7:30 to 6:00-Fri. 7:30 to 9:40

We
THE SHOOTER'S INNUA- David Wmos (14) ef the teiv,
sheers his good-sheoting form as Ids arms are straight aP
his hood as Rol* Mentgernary (24) of Lone Oak 4•4.-Williams finished with 16 points in the restart.

Sae* 12* I. Glendale

Phone 753-0595
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,Nelson America's Best Shot ABC To Step Up Tonight's
For Winning Olympic Medal Coverage Of Olympic Games
By The Assotiated Press
Buoyed by good ratings and
strong showings by American
athletes, ABC is stepping up
its coverage of the Winter
Olympics tonight.
With men's and women's
figure skating and the
women's
slalom
race
scheduled, ABC will present
Olympic highlights tonight
from 8 p.m.-11 p.m. EST. That
is 30 minutes more than
originally planned.
Unfortunately for the U.S.
team, this may be the first day
of the Games in which an
American athlete will not win
a medal.
But this is a critical day in
the U.S. charge for a second
gold medal. Figure skater
Dorothy Hamill, now in the
favorite's role, goes today in
the short program in women's
figure skating.
In that competition, skaters
are entered in a two-minute
program in which they must
comple e several required
moves o . he choreography of
heir choosing. They are
judinsl tin he excellence of the

The 5,000-meter speed
required moves and the artistic ability they use in in- skating is a race of more than
miles, and the
terpreting them.
three
Miss Hamill is second after Americans do not have a
Tuesday's compulsory strong contender over the
figures. They counted 30 per longer distances. Look for the
cent of the total, and today's Russians to dominate.
short program counts 20 per
New Saint
cent. Friday night's freestyle
skating, in which Miss Hamill
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
is considered the best in the Coach Hank Strom announced
world,counts 50 per cent.
Tuesday that the New Orleans
Saints have hired Buck
Other competitions at the Buchanan
as defensive line
Olympics today include a 40coach and Whitey Campbell as
kilometer (24.8 miles) crossspecial teams coach.
country skiing relay race, a
Buchanan played college
5,000-meter speed skating
ball at Grambling, then
race, the women's slalom and
played for the Kansas City
the final competition in men's Chiefs for 13 years, 12 of them
figure skating.
under Stram. It will be the
American medals are not first coaching job for
likely in any of these
Buchanan, 35, an All-Pro
competitions.
defensive tackle.
The best U.S. chance comes
Campbell, 49, coached the
in the women's slalom, in
offensive backfield and
which competitors take two special teams for the
runs over a course Uttered
University of Miami. He has
with about 50 gates, all of
Went 25 years as a coach,
which must be negotiated. The including stints at the
fastest combined time wins. University of Montana, the
Cindy Nelson of Lutsen, U.S. Naval Academy, and
Minn.,is the best U.S. hope.
Kentucky.

By WICK TEMPLE
in their bid to gain at least one died
The youthful American
of mutiple sclerosis 11 position for two more medals
"All Sports Editor - •
medal on each day of cornteam beat the odds and
Hamill
with
and
Miss
the
hockey
years
ago.
U.S.
"We
both
have
put
INNSBRUCK (AP) — pelitionoet these 12th Winter
hockey team, which nipped the experts, profiting from a
so much into it."
Finland won its second gold Olympic Games.
disputed call by Soviet referee
"Winning a medal is the Finland 5-4.
medal of the 12th Olympic
The next medal for the
Miss Hamill, 19, placed Vikor Dombrovski, who said
Winter Games today when its Americans would'push them high point of my life," said
four-man cross country ski over their total medal %punt of Immerfall, 20. -This one's for second in the compulsory an apparent fifth Finnisb goal
figures phase of the three-part was actually kicked in by one
Mom."
team took the 40-kilometer eight at the 1972 Games
at
skating program, of Finland's players.
figure
24.8 miles) relay and the Sapporo. The United
Statee- Irrunerfall finished behind trailing Isabel de Navarre of
Steve Sertich, of Virginia,
United Stales team came in op medal performance
medalist
Evgeni
'gold
Kulikov
came
sixth — its best finish ever in in 1932, when the Americans of 'Abe Soviet Union, who West Germany, who is not Minn., scored a crucial tieexpected to keep pace with breaking goal and Bob Dobek
this event.
won 12 medals — half of them concluded his run and walked Miss Hamill in Friday's
of Detroit scored the gameThe quartet of Matti gold.
away disgruntled, thinking his
Pitkaenen, Juha Mieto, Pertli
time was not'good enough for freestyle. Miss Hamill's chief winner at 14:35 of the third
If medal No. 9 doesn't come
Teurajaervi and Arto Koivisto
the gold. Valery' Aktratov of rival, Diane de Leeuw of The period.
The Americans and Finns
toured the course in two hours, today or Thursday, there's Russia finished second and Netherlands, was third after
are each 1-2 and locked in a
sever minutes, 59.72 seconds always America's skating Peter Mueller, of "Mequon, Tuesday's program.
to give Finland its first victory queen, Dorothy Hamill, who Wis., the co-favorite wit.1)..fi 'Even though we,are not in bronze medal battle but the
st place, beating De Leeuw United States faces the easier
in the event since the Squaw Tuesday moved into very Kulikov,finished fifth.
s.rong contention for the gold
Noires is just as good as schedule. Finland must play
in
Valley, Calif., Olympics in
Mueller's fifth-place finish
medal in . he women's figure
1%0.
was disappointing but a fifth- winninks:c said Carlos Fassi, migh:y Russia on Thursday.
skning event. Today she was
Meanwhile, the Russians
Norway won the silver
finish by Phil Mahre, 18, Miss Hamillcoach.
to sksee in the short program, place
Miss Hamill was whisked and East Germans dominated
medal in 2:09:58.36 and the
White Pass, Wash., in the
of
with the final freestyle portion
Soviet Union took the bronze
giant slalom was hailed as a away to seclusion after her the rest of Tuesday's action,
of the competition scheduled
in 2:10:51.46.
major accomplishment by the performance Tuesday with Soviet Raisa Smetanina
for Friday.
because of her history Of winning the 10-kilometer cross
The United States, which
American ski coach.
nerves.
It appears all she country and the East German
had moved into third place on
Dan
"It was a remarkable job by
Immerfall,
the
mual do to win America's team .- of Hans Flinn and
the strength of a strong third dedicated
skater-musician an extremely promising
leg by Bill Koch of Guilford, from Madison, Wis., gave the young skier," said Hank second gold medal of these Norbert Hahn taking the gold
Olympic Games is beat her medal in the. double-seater
Vt., wound up sixth in United States its daily one-a- Tauber.
own
jill ers.
luge.
2:11:41:35.
day supply of medals Tuesday
Two Swiss bricklayers,
Koch, who earned a silver wi h an unexpected third- Heini Hemrni and Ernst Good,
modal last Thursday in the 30- place finish in the 500-meter shocked the skiing experts
kilometer (18.6 miles) cross skiitlfig sprint.
with the gold and silver
country event, had the fastest
His mother had slaved at medals in the men's giant
mdividual time on the third two jobs, working 90 hours a slalom. Sweden's Ingemar
lap of the race — 30:43.81. He week so that Immerfall could Stenmark ook third after the
was joined in today's relay by concentrate on his skating and fastest run Tuesday, knocking
Doug Peterson of Min- his clarinet.
Gustavo Thoeni of Italy,
neapolis, Tim Caldwell of "Winning this medal makes Monday's leader, into fourth
Putney, Vt., and anchorman it all worthwhile," said Mrs. place.
RqsaYeager of Durango,Colo. Immerfall, whose husband
The Americans moved into
After 22 events, the Soviet
Unien continued to lead the
medal standings with 10 gold,
four. silver and seven bronze
and East Germany was
second with six gold, four
silver and three bronze. The
U.S. was third in total medals
with eight but dropped behind
Finland in the medal standings. The Finns have two
golds to the Americans' one.
Cindy Nelson, a daredevil
gambler on skis, was the main
hope today if the streaking
Americans were to continue
their inside straight medals
run. But the real ace in the
lefthanders like he owned
By BOB GREENE
hole; for the Americans is
AP Sports Writer
figtare skater Dorothy Hamill,
NEW YORK( AP)— "Oscar
A
lefthanded
batter,
who taking a long look at the
biggest pot of gold in her Charleston is Ty Cobb and Charleston compiled a
Tris Speaker rolled Into one." lifetime batting average of
career.
That's the way Judy .380. In 1925, he batted .430 and
Automotive
Miss Nelson, of Lutsen, Johnson
remembers in 1930 teamed with Johnson,
Minn., goes after her second Charleston,
a former star Josh Gibson — another Hall of
Alpine medal in the women's player and manager
in Famer — and Smoky Joe
slalom event today on a day
baseball's black leagues who Williams to lead the Grays to
when
the
surprising was
elected to the Hall of victory over the New York
Americans were not expected
Fame Tuesday.
Lincoln Giants in the black
to do well. Miss Nelson won a
Johnson, who was named to "World Series."
bronze in the downhill Mon"Some people said he was
the Hall last year, played with
day.
No American was expected Charleston in 1930 on the the greatest Negro ballplayer,
to win a medal in the men's Homestead Grays and played but John McGraw said he was
5,00.-zneter speed skating against him for a number of the greatest ballplayer he'd
ever seen," said James "Cool
competition. Speed skating years.
Charleston, who died in 1954 Papa" Bell, who was elected
has been the United States'
to the Hall in 1974.
most lucrative category here, at the age of 58, began his
career
playing
In 20 seasons of exhibition
in
1915.
He
was
with five medals thus far,
including Dan Immerfall's managing a barnstorming competition against major
league teams, Charleston
stunning thirdplace finish in black team when he died.
"He was a Cobb on the batted close to .400.
the 500 meters Tuesday.
A native of Indianapolis,
Also scheduled for today basepaths," Johnson said.
joined
the
was the finals in men's figure "He (Charleston) didn't want Charleston
Indianapolis
anybody
in
his
way,
ABCs
and
at the age
if
skating, in which John Curry,
a Britisher living in the United they did get in his way he of 19 when he finished a fouryear tour of duty in the Army.
States, was favored to win a would take them out."
Jocko Conlon, a member of He spent the next three
gold medal but no American
was expected to crack the top the Hall of Fame as an um- decades playing with the
pire, remembered playing Lincoln Stars, Lincoln Giants,
three.
If Miss Nelson can't bring a against Charleston, an out- Chicago American Giants, St.
medal home, then the fielder-first baseman "who Louis Giants, Harriburg
Americans will probably fold glided in the outfield and hit Giants, Philadelphia Hilldale
Daisies, Homestead Grays,
Pittsburgh Crawfords and
Toledo Crawfords.
He ended his playing career
In 1944 at the age of 48.
Charleston also managed
several teams, including the
Philadelphia Stars, the
Brooklyn Brown Dodgers and
the Indianapolis Clowns.
He becomes the 157th
member of the Hall of Fame
and will be inducted Aug. 9 at
Cooperstown, N.Y., with
pitchers Bob Lemon and
Robin Roberts, first baseman
Bathroom Cleaner
Roger Connor, third basemanavart
into
ble
puTheri:
outfielder Fred Lindstrom and
that scrub
umpire Cal Hubbard.
bathroom soil Just wipe
1 no grit, no
r3o2seaundni60.
streaking. Kills genes,
NEW YORK AP ) — Jan
prevents mildew. 17 oz.
Merrill, the 1975 Pan
400-Ft. PLASTIC WRAP
American Games women's
Woithert
c
umpoTcovii
Giant box of versatile plastic him—souls
1,500-meter champion, will
food, sad serthine ides—keeps eat sir sad
run in the 800-meter race at
g
N
moisture. 1-ft wide. 0436/12$4-1
the U.S. Olympic Invitation
track meet on Feb. 20 at
Madison Square Garden, it
was announced Tuesday.
The 18-year-old Miss Merrill
was the first American to beat
and
distance
queen
middle
Plus a wide selec,tion of other gifts
Francie Larrieu at the mile or
-For every man's groomin9 pleasure
1,500 meters in five years,
defeating her in the mile at
last month's Millrose Games
at the Garden.
Miss larrieu will compete
in the 1,500 in the Olympic
meet, thus preventing a
rematch with Miss Merrill.

Charleston Voted Into
Baseball Hall Of Fame

Shock Absorbers
At Wholesale
Prices
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During
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They
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to about
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United S
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3DI
NO-MIX PLANT FOOD
Sete, timed Warm munotes growth.
FOR AU. MAWS. 1 application
lorta 34 mem 6h z.03111/111151.137
FOR AFRICAN VIOLETS. Leatissting. 3.7 ca.03111/1173
137

OVEN CLEANER
Effective overnight
cleaning action . . use
as a pick daytime even
cleaner toe. Safety cap.
Lemon sowed aerosol.
16 oz. can. 0434
Mane teepee 1.411
WITh
COUPON

77*

after shove

MURRAY HOME 8t AUTO STORE
ch..„)„, Street
/iztelePhonr'753-2571
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Judges Bring Suit Hotel Space Dispute Could Cost
For Bigger Paychecks Kansas City The GOP Convention
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WASHINGTON ( AP) —
9 U")41:ceasiotosanths
other activities."
WASHINGTON (AP) — Kansas City
But other party officials said Tuesday a new controversy
Forty-four of the nation's
because of his
12 P
M:frannerne 8
Another plaintiff, Judge could lose this
that a shift in the convention site is a suggestion last week
year's Republican
federal judges, complaining
that Social
Thomas
MacBride
conven
tion,
of
possib
real
ly
possibi
to
Miami
lity.
Beach, in
Security funds be invested in the stock
they're being cheated by in- Sacramento,
Calif., said the a dispute over hotel space, party
on
"We did it La May of 1972 and we could
market.
flation, sued Uncle Sam today
judges are seeking a "catch- leaders say.
11
16
8
7
EMC4'"mipli
do
it
again
if
we
have to," said
Reagan, campaigning in New
for fatter paychecks.
character
up." He said his "chief law
20 Beer muo
Local officials claim they may fall as
Josephine Good, the party's convention
22 God ol tom 22 Lain con 30
11sum
Hampshire, said his suggestion did not
Those in the unusual
40 Compass
clerk, who is out of law school much as 10 per cent
P!c
atood
tim
32 Mental en -24Conledst
director.
short of providing
point
23:uasmean he necessarily favors such inreversal of roles from judge to
pen oral
just over a year, makes the Republicans
42
Station
r
$weetho
the 16,000 rooms
In 1972, the convention was moved
Away
vestments. Commerce Secretary Elliot
plaintiff include Oliver J. almost one half
43Gran
t use of
24 Sianr
;
34
39sv
w
of my salary, promised for the August event.
44 Ordinance
from San Diego, Calif., to Miami L Richardson, campaigning there
Carter, currently presiding
for
notwithstanding that I've been
45 This self
GOP
officia
ls
T
say
r
Beach.
i
if
Florid
The
ul
they can't have
25Pelo
a resort also was the
chi w
37roma29 Noahr'OS)k‘,.35pes;cli2801traL„.
President Ford, said any such move
47 Born
over the trial of Patricia
out for 36 years and a federal all the rooms
27 Saint Iabbr
a b. I
19 Paodt•
pledged they are
site of the 1968 Republican convention.
29&Kist
could play havoc with U.S. companies.
Hearst in San Francisco.
;1C:I
t'
Cl" tinge colSO
judge for 14 years."
agent
prepared to move their convention to
33 Aromas
Miss Good said Miami Beach would
or ul
water
Social Security funds now are invested
The suit was filed in the U.S.
31 In want
Some federal judges not another city.
almost certainly be the alternative site. only in government bonds.
35 tine',wooed
Court of Claims. A statement
involved in the lawsuit said
Kansas City Mayor Charles Wheeler
"It appears to be the only place with
by the judges mentions that no
--Sen. Lloyd M. Bentsen, D-Tex.,said
they were against the idea of summoned hotel
representatives for a
enough hotel rooms and where the
his withdrawal Tuesday as a national
judge of that court "is in- judges suing
ance
and questioned meeting today in an effort to find the
convention hall will be available in
contender for the presidency allows
cluded as a plaintiff in the
4
330
86 L
S6
841s
tnaevg.n" o
the ethics of such a step. One extra accommodatio
s
ns.
August," she said.
3
491 Nocturnal
him to concentrate on his re-election
lawsuit" though any decision
judge said most judges ask to
animal
"Pres
umabl
y
the
mayor
will
exert
The
apparent shortage of hotel rooms
43 Meadow
in favor of the plaintiffs would
campaign for the Senate.
be named to the bench and if pressure on the hotel
46
4s
Hnao4m
wallialoine
association to
in Kansas City is generally due to the
favor all federal judges.
Bentsen said he will remain on the
they don't like the salary they come up with the
rooms
we
were
desire
by
big hotels there to hold
,presidential primary ballot in Texas,
The judges base their sun, could resign.
46 Ei
worr
reath
promised," a GOP spokesman in
some rooms tor other customers. back
51 Time gone
naming the United States as
and he declined to endorse any of the
The plaintiffs argue that Washington said.
by
"I think in its zeal to get the condefendant, on a constitutional Congress
Nmuwlae
5 E
m ged
eight active Democratic candidate
r
and the president
He said the party is hopeful the
53 Merry
vention, the city's convention bureau
provision that pay for the "have acted
remaining in the national presidential
victorus54
affirmatively" to dispute can be settled and the rooms
overestimated the number of rooms
race.
Life time appointed judges prevent federal judges
55 Cornered
from found so the convention can stay in
there would be," Miss Good said.
56 Botor•
"shall not be diminished."
—By the Tuesday deadline for the
receiving increases in salary" Kansas City.
Meanwhile, there were these
They say that compensation to offset the
March 2 Vermont primary, only
DOWN
eroded value of
, noehn,te
"We are certainly not anxious to
developments:
President Ford had entered the
"in its constitutional context the dollar.
move it," he said.
—GOP hopeful Ronald Reagan faced
Republican race.
does not mean salary but
purchasing power." For their
.. . (Continued from Page I)
Lawyer, the judges chose
former Supreme Court Justice
Middleton offered a floor
The bail bonding industry
Arthur Goldberg.
amendment to put off im- isn't expected to give
up
Even before the suit was
plementation of the act until without a fight.
filed, some judges in different
Jan. 1, 1978. It was defeated
After the governor anparts
of
the
country 31-6.
nounced his intentions of using
distributed a "my dear
"I objected to the way this the full powers of his office to
editor" letter along with the
Home of Better Values
bill is running through the get the bill passed, he claime
petition and a separate
d
general assembly," Middleton persons associated with
For Over 58 Years!
the
statement. The letter said "we
said. "I believe we would be bail bond industry had made
have been unfairly singled out
well advised.. . to slow down attempts to intimidate
and discriminated against:"
this process by this simple legislators to get them to
vote
The suit asks that the
amendment."
against the measure.
government reimburse the
Sheehan
said
many
Carroll said one of his
judges for a 34.5 per cent
residents from Ohio who are brothers in Paducah had been
decrease in the value of their
OTASCO
OTASCO
arrested in his district won't telephoned in the middle of the
,OTASCO
pay dollar in the period from
mind putting up 10 per cent of night by a man police later
March 15, 1969, to Oct. 1, 1975.
their bond, never intending to identified as a lobbyist for the
During that period, federal
show up for trial.
bail bond industry.
district judges earned $40,000
Sen. Mike Moloney, DCarroll said the man
For front or f•CII tender, stainless stool vs*
a year and appeals court
ivEREA^we_
Lexington, said he could not threatened
Deluxe splash goer* vs
to
release
PICO
2.44
judges $42,500.
"find one single statement of "derogatory information" on
Cl
Reg
They claim that inflation
READ'
,
support for the continuation of the governor if Carroll conReg. 1.49
reduced their spending power
1.17
the industry" and that it would tinued to push the bill.
with coupon
Choic• of "C" or "D" Cat.
to about $26,200 a year for
not be the first to be outlawed
n09' C)/
Kentucky State Police
district judges and 127,800 for
Heavy Duty "C"sr"D" Dry _
fest drying 13 cz size
by the state.
investigated the alleged
the appeals judges.
SmtlOP4
Cell
Batteries
so 775 35.754
Commercial bail bonding, telephone call but no charges
!TER,
.
774 pkg. ef 2
I
I
"Unlike most citizens of the
coupeis
CLIP
Moloney said, is "a cancer were filed against the man,
SAYE COUPON
CLIP st, SAVE COUPON
United States who are gain,
N
growing on the criminal who officers said was a
fully employed, including
OTASC
O
justice system." He added registered lobbyist for the bail
OTASCO
OTASCO
most federal employes,
that "if someone has a cancer bond industry.
federal judges received no
Westinghouse
one takes it out as quickly as
Rog. 2.29
increase in salary to adjust for
possible."
this decrease," the petition
Moloney said the bill was a
says.
pr.
"giant step" forward for
1E/4 Reg.
Priamatilasberit lead Mere* st mit
Plaintiffs are 38 district
lofty tsembired Ss Ifs Ledger & Moms by
Kentucky's criminal justice
with coupon
judges and six from appeals
L 14 NfewaOs armsldises:
1.19
system.
with coupon
with coupon
courts. Eleven are chief
Rveplaces worn
Industrial Avg
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•
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r"—
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lamp
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Complete
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peals court. One plaintiff,
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lightS 7 24141 1.“
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"'The court can release an Goodrich
27/
1
4 +1
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4
be out working as lawyers
041
24% +44
individual on his own G011
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Pennwalt
making two or three times
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recognizance. An individual Quaker Oats
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their judicial salaries."
Repulab
X 4%
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He said that "unlike others
Ma -I-%
TR4,
word
and
TAPPA
if
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doesn'
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t
show
c.r. •
in government such as
Western Union
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1
4
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up,
forfeit
money
. He can be Zenith
senators and representatives
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Priem et Mick d
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bridled
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Labor
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income through outside ac11sms by ?kw elf Miderpa. Owp.
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1
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Coupon Days

Ignghfe

EVE READY

Spray Paint

Dry Cell

Batteries

88c

Splash Guards

49c

99

Duct Tape

_Clock Ante/

Sealed Beams

°l
ea.

I

NaliP

n8

133

Windshield
177
Wiper
Refills

A

ZelK0
Propane Fuel

Fuel 144

127

'NANCY
IS YOUR TEACHER
STILL HOME WITH
A SPRAINED
ANKLE?

00

YES ---I
WROTE HER
A NICE
LETTER
YESTERDAY

- - - AND TODAY SHE SENT IT
BACK WITH ALL MY SPELLING
AND PUNCTUATION CORREC
TED

l-4E4e CHUCK HOW'RE YOU
COMIN6 WIN YOUR 14UNCIZF_D
SENTENCES? I'VE GOT 5IX
OF 'EM DONE ALREADt/..

nj1,-

THE PHANTOM

BLONDIE

5E6
50n4IETHING,
LZ

LIL' ABNER

BEATLE BAILEY
Tt-IAT4 FOR \
TOE 'MOT
OF THE
COLINTR`K

r

THE

[
-WINE 445 A CHAMPION
S
HE DARES ME ibmee-r-r•

5iGHT
UNSEEN —
Ne HIM

ON!!—
tkii#

41:0
011frie

goo

ubtoc
•

Ill

,..1.:e• • Alp*_•—'"
4004.1r

_111; •'
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WANT 10 GO Ik1TC) A
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Prices Good
Thru
Feb. 17, 1976

We Accept
- Food Stamps

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 7-8
Fri.-Sat. 7-9
Sun. 12:00-6:30

****
1
1 411Ms*\
,•411kik

4
ii4414*
Shortening

Fields

Wieners

Lynn Grove
Large

Richtex

19
HAM

Egg

lb.

Doz.

114,..v.,frvkAN*-4

'139 COFFEE

Fields
Semi Boneless
1/2 or Whole
lb.
Dixie Bell

Fields Smoked Sausage

CRACKERS

LINKS

Kleenex Boutique

12 oz. 79C

Lb.

TOWELS

Fields
Lb.

$109

Jumbo

BOLOGNA

Lb.

CHEER

79c

BEANS

FOOD
Carnation Evaporated

MILK

English Mountain Cut Green

43e CABBAGE
LETTUCE
CARROTS

Miracle

15½ Ox.2/35, WHIP

lb 106
Large Head

1 Lb.Bag 15c

24 oz.

ORANGE
12 oz

20 Oz.

Bread

3/100

1
09

JUICE

Kraft-16 oz.

Mazola No-Stick Cooking

MARSHMALLOWS 49c

SPRAY

9 oz

97c

Johnsons Coupon

Johnsons Coupon

RIS

RIO
II

Total

. 12.1.69c

II

Lirnit 1 Per Customer
Expires 2-24-76 '

1

16 Oz. 8 Bot.Ctft.

Pepsi or

mammeorommtotwasmormeram•son rlsoligniall

CEREAL

29c

Yellow

Godchaux
5 Lb.

Golden Bake

49a

46 oz.

Frosty Acres

SUGAR-

6.45c

ONIONS
3 Lb. Bog 494
49C Chef
Way Cooking
Frosty Acres Peas 8
not9109
OIL
20
oz
59c
CARROTS
15c
Gal.596
PUREX
Frosty Acres-20 ot.
Midwest-Asst. Flavors
Tall Can 31c CAULIFLOWER.Florets 79c
1/2 Gal.si /5
ICE
CREAM
Style
Dutch
Frosty Acres
Pillsbury Buttermilk 8 Country Style
32 oz.89c
VEGETABLES....20 oz.69c BISCUITS ..4 8 oz Cons49*
POTATOES

Gerber Strained Baby

Pure

I

16 oz.

Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut

COOKIES

120L

Lb.

SYRUP

*FROZEN FOODS*

Rich N Chips

GR. BEEF

Hershey's Chocolate

89c COOKIES

Fields Worthmore

BACON

BEANS

Giant $123

MARGARINE
59c Texsun
Grapefruit
151
/
2Ch. 2/65' JUICE
*PROD/CE
32 oz.

Boone County Mexican

Detergent

C.C. Biggs

Fields Sliced

JUICE

49c

sill

Parkay

Lady Betty Prune

39c

29

Old
Judge
1 Lb.

Maxwell House

COFFEE
Limit!

1"

Per Customer
Exp

1111101.
.
11 .
1.
11 1111 UMMUMMIIIMMI
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improved Soviet air defenses the B1 next fall and, in anWASHINGTON (AP) — Air targets, but they are not useful negotiated away in a new
the 1900s and deliver ac- ticipaion of a probable goin
arms
limitation
industrial
agreement
core
Force Secretary Thomas in attacking
curate strikes with its ahead, has asked Congress for
Reed says the proposed U.S. targets," Reed added, in- with Russia.
Cruise missiles, Reed said, supersonic short range attack more than $1 billion to start
cruise missile will be effective dicating they would lack the
manufacturing the bombers.
missiles(SRAMS).
only against thinly defended accuracy of short range would, ,serve to increase
In signing the defense
"We should proceed with the
targets in_the Soviet Union but missiles that would be Russia's air defense problems
B1 as rapidly as possible," measure, Ford said he was
and permit aging B52 bombers
that he would be sorry to see mOunted on the BI.
said Reed, adding that "I'm "deeply disappointed" that
Although he gave the im- to be useful until the end of
the weapon bargained away in
very impressed" with test the bill bans U.S. military aid
pression he is not too en- this century as platforms for
arms limitation agreements.
to pro-Western factions
results so far.
He appeared to downgrade thusiastic about the cruise firing such weapons.
The Pentagon is due to fighting for control of Angola.
Reed voiced confidence that
the importance of the air- missile, he said he would be
make a production decision on He said Congress had
launched cruise missile, "extremely sorry" to see it the B1 could penetrate
which the Russians have been
trying to curb in nuclear arms
limitations talks with the
United States.
the
Reed
contended
relatively slow moving cruise
missile could not do the job
that the piloted B1 bomber,
with its sophisticated radarjamming gear and supersonic
short range missiles, could do
against heavily defended
"core" targets.
Rog. 529.99
Meanwhile, President Ford
41-1111- NI III ••• II • II
Save 55.00
_ILL."
41
signed a compromise $112.3billion defense appropriation
bill that includes funds for the
131 bomber and provides 'iii.
money for defense operations
•11111111
1•111111111
for the 15-month period ending
a.
a um so
•••• tois 8.1 ig•
Sept. 30. The bill contains $8.6
wi III wx IN .• i
I •••••• 1111-m en es • II • gm so 111111•••••••
billion less than Ford
•••••1111111111111111•11111111
originally requested.
•
Reed made his comments to
ome items not exact as•icturecl
HIGHWAY 641---MUR Y, KY
reporters on Tuesday in reply
Reg. 59' ea.
to a Brookings Institution
study that recommended
against producing the Bl, the
costliest bomber in history at
We have more fishing items than any other area store.. all at discount prices
a projected price of $21.4
billion for 244 planes.
Reed said the cruise missile,
essentially a pilotless jet
drone which travels at subsonic speeds, would be "a
Ready to fish!
rather dumb way to try to beat
Russia's thickening air
defenses because the weapon
would not be equipped with
electronic countermeasures
Reg. $8.95 Special
equipment.
cruise
"Air-launched
missiles are useful for attacking peripheral value

deprived Angolans of aid
needed "to resist Soviet and
Cuban military intervention in
their country."
But Senate Majority Leader
Mike Mansfield replied that
Ford's criticism of Congreaf
on the Angola matter "won't
hold water. They wanted $28
million more. By now, very
likely, they would have asked
for $50 million more."

American

Ladies PVC
Leather Look

Men's

Leisure
Suits

Jackets
in brown &
voisite caters

‘Zav- 4 1E/7111.141-ii f-tr

i

Haan Association

Is1

'lei.• if

Just Received
Junior & Misses
sizes
Pre-Washed
Wrangler

Panties

18" x 27"
Rectangular

Rugs

Jeans

$1.29
Valve

Shirts

89'

Uncle Jeffs Sporting Goods Dept.

Mens Numbered
Pull-Over

Entire
Stock
Ladies

Panty Hose
Sizes S-XL $499

All Plano

9
ib.45
0..496
lb. 1

OC

kad 29C

c
kg 15

3a49
$109
).L.
„.59.
$115
al.

...49c

Dr. Darnell
To Speak To
Clinton Club
Darnall,
Josiah
Dr.
professor of music at Murray
State University, will be the
guest speaker at a meeting of
the Clinton Woman's Club on
Friday, Feb. 13.
Darnall, a member of the
faculty at Murray State since
1947, will present an address
entitled "Our American
Musical Heritage."
He earned the B.M.E.
degree at Murray State
the M.M. degree at the
American Conservatory of
Music in Chicago, and the
D.M.E degree at Indiana
his
University. Among
publications are two books in
the field of music education
and numerous articles in
professional music journals.
Before joining the faculty at
Murray State, he had taught
College,
Ouachita
at
Arkadelphia, Ark., David
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
and Indiana University and
had served as supervisor of
music at Mayfield public
schools.
Darnall has had extensive
experience as a conductor and
as an adjudicator of high
school music contests. He has
served two terms as president
of the Kentucky Music
Educators Association and
has been the chairman of
regional music teachers
professional organizations in
Murray and Nashville.

CIII PARA110111 H

Valentine Candy

Tackle
Boxes

Nice Selection

Fast Pain Relief
Bottle of 100

Fort Donelson Nat to:ma
Military Park, one mile west
of Dover on Highway 79, will
host the 114th anniversary
celebration of the Battle of
Fort Donelson with a special
Bicentennial program on
Saturday. Feb. 14.
The festivities will include a
Bicentennial film festival, a
Civil War artifacts display,
free apple cider and Civil War
era snacks, a home remedies
history
display, living
demonstrations and free bus
tours of the park.
Bus tours will be conducted
hourly begriming at 12 noon
and ending with the last tour
starrting at 4 p.m. The park
visitor center will be open
until 9 p m For further information, contact the center
at 232-5348

Box of 12

Nice selection of boxed or individual
cards.

Limit 2 Meese

Sale$1 46

Pacquin
Hand Cream
For Extra Dry Skin
5.75 oz. Jar

8's10' Cabin Tent $5995
9's12' Cabin Tent $7995
10'x14' Cable Tent $8995

Pro-Max

o Preparation H

"BY GILLETTE"

Plastic Waterpoof

Ointment

Imo
u resre!
t - y odry
st-yilina
"do
h enaccal
prof
T

Match Box

watts of power 3 Heat levels and
2 air speeds lightweight, easy to
handle
Model HD-12

Helps shrink swelling of
hemorrhoidal tissues. Relieves
pain and itching in most cases.
10 oz. Tube

Reg. 49' Special

Aladdin
Plastic
Rust Proof
Dent Proof

Lunch Box
$537

Aladdin's
Home Patio

Thermos
pt.

$1587

qt, $1757
.2 Qt. $21cri

Fort Donelson
To Celebrate
114th Anniversary

Preparation H
Suppositories

Discount Prices
Valentine Cards

Bayer Aspirin

20% off
Already
Discounted Price

with Needle

Reg.
Mouth
Large
Mouth

$537
0.

$21 97
,r

Scissors
Jacks
from 1-11/2-2 ton capacities

from $9" to $1499
Drain S.
Sewer

Pipe
4" solid or perforated
10 h. length $457
3" solid only $337
Uncle Jeff's has rornpiele tupply ft/ snotertIrw hot sort
cold fittings. everything von need to plumb a house

Organic
Chicken
Manure

Supure
Manure

New Shipment

African
Violet
Soil

.•••••••
•••••...
••••••••
•.••••••
••••••••
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I. legal Notice

Advertising...
a vote of
confidence
in business.
or how to tell the

<

Recently there has been a lot of talk about upturns,
downturns, and sideturns in business and industry.
You ask a man these days how the "outlook" appears
to him, and you're liable to get a diagonal reply. Not
a straight up-and-down nod. Not even a negative, sideways shake of the head.
Mostly the diagonal approach. It doesn't mean yes,
business. is going up. It doesn't mean no, it isn't.
The answer you frequently get is we'll wait and see.
Inflation and some of the other unrests, you know
So the man and his company pull their horns in.
They wait for someone else to "take the lead," they
say: No sense sticking our heads out until the situation "improves" itself.
In other words, sure we'll advertise -- or restore our
budgets --just as soon.as we get more business.
Beautiful.
Everyone hangs around and waits for everything to
happen automatically. Hold up. Cut back. Wait. The
Prosperity Wagon is right around the corner. And its
going to come to me, old friend, me. Without me
going out to get it.
Want to bet?
One thing about this economy of ours has never
changed. A lack of confidence in our business system,
manifested across business, only inspires more of the
same. With the result that that wagon may be farther
down the block than you think.
Business activity stimulates business.
Advertising helps you get sales.
Companies, agencies and media that, advertise should
be the ones you do business with, because we suspect
you'd rather do business with confident people.
They take the time, trouble and money to inform
you -- to help you know more -- about their products, their services and their markets. They care
enough about you to go out of their way to tell you
they want to do business with you
We suspect that when the chips are down, this is how
you can tell the real leaders.

Raymond F. Dixon,
Dec'd, La Burna N.
Dixon, Route 5, Murray,
Ky., Executrix.
Jess Birdsong, Dec'd,
Myrtle Rhea Page,
Route 6, Murray, Ky.,
Executrix.

They also should get yours. If for no other reason
than they are helping to build business for both of us.
•

:fot
4

SI

Do yea Wow any merchasit the is mlvertisisi mere sad debts
lass liesimessrt?

fit
Orr
.41 r

Charles
Thomas
Browder,
Dec'd,
Dorothy S. Browder,
Route 5, Murray, Ky.,
Executrix.
Joseph M. Kennelly,
Dec'd, Eileen Herman,
Route 7, Murray, Ky.,
Adm.
Cecil G. Fitts, Dec'd,
Patricia A. Stinnett, 113
College Courts, Murray,
Ky., Executrix.
J. E. Linn & Viola M.
Linn, Dec'd, Lucy
Stranak, Murray, Ky.,
Adm.
Dorothy McKeel, Dec'd,
Wm. Boyd & Richard
Smith, Co-Adm., 1711
Magnolia Dr., Murray,
Ky.
Trellis McKee!, Dec'd,
Wm. M. Boyd and
Richard Smith, 1711
Magnolia Dr., Murray,
Ky. Co-Adrns.
All persons having claims
against said estates are
notified to present them
to the Administrators or
Executors verified
according to law, same
to be presented to said
Administrator
or
Executors in due course
of law. This 9 day of
February, 1976.
Marvin Harris, Clerk
By: Judith Ainley,
D.C.
AS OF 10 February, 1976,
the undersigned will no
longer be responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Verdon Rhodes.
2. Notice
New Shipment

HOUSE
PLANTS

N.4th Street

Spring
Arriving
Doily

NVe 'i%*1°1

Veiag,e1(

Approximately 12.000 sq. ft of
renal space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets WPSU4/71
Dark Tobarro Parking Corp
Murray. Ky , Phone 753-3342.

BE! TONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,
kentucky. Call 753-1272.

aric
in

1413IL rClAvti

Mk

A

King's
Den

11110

Bel-Air

out as

Shopping Came.

6. Help Wanted

BABYSITTER, 5 days
week. Call 492,8884.
RETAIL STORE help
needed due to expansion. Permanent
employment, send
resume to P.O. Box 32W,
Murray, Ky.
WANTED

IM-

MEDIATELY woman to

clean and paint 30 to 40
hours a week $2.50 per
hour. Must furnish
references.
Murray
Manor Apartments, call
7534668. (9 a.m. to 5
p.m.)
WANT GOOD Carpenter
cabinet man, no handy
man. Want carpenter
apprentice. Contact Roy
Harmon at 753-4124.
IF YOU HAVE successful
sales experience,
married, and want to
earn $300-$500 per week,
plus auto expense,
contact bs today. We
have an excellent opportunity to the right
person. This is a
licensed sales position
with excellent future.
Dial Paducah,443-4594.

P. 0. Henry, Dec'd,
Milton Henry, 1449
Madison, Clarksville,
Tenn., Adm.

WE LOOK into your
needs as well as at them.
NEEDLINE,753-6333.

for
tomarv work in
e of Arts and Sci
g
-ises approximately
• 192 hours for a majo
--directing and perform
*ors take a 3s-hour co
'pew and drama c
.includes theo
>stage cr

7#3-7753

Luta Thornton, Dec'd,
Nat Ryan Hughes, 204 S.
6th, Murray, Ky.,
Executor.

NOTICE
Asti lest, we woo yo. to ask yourself this sprestimi...

"g4

Our Business"
Whoa Too need sopplos,
eloloweei Of servic' oil el.
Osemies is oast we blew
best Wo here stews dowers
sod arbor doonfog eseearoor
Ow root or it v.° MOW wie
ysgst torpor end
.11 c
Boers far re

Ludie Thurmond, Dec'd,
Cecil Thurmond, Route
1,
Murray,
Ky.,
Executor.

Shirley
Garden
Center

They get our vote.

I co

Loyd Edward Allbritten,
Dec'd,
Dickie
L.
Raspberry, Route 2,
Hazel, Ky., Adm.

Mary Josephine Swann,
Dec'd, Gus Robertson,
Jr., Route 7, Murray,
Ky.,Executor.

leaders
without a scorecard.)

a.

1 Notice

Notice To Creditors:
Jerry F. Thompson, NEED AVON Products?
Call Karen Bolls, 753Dec'd,
Suzanne
8376.
Thompspn, Route 4,
Murray,
Ky.,
Administratrix.
"Cleaning Is

mdatio
warn
Infiat
air-borne
• had that t
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A mat
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8 Storage Buildings

3 Card Of Thanks
THERE ARE no words
that could ever express
the appreciation for our
friends, neighbors,
relatives, and everyone
who has been so kind
and concerned during
the illness of our
daughter, Karen, who is
still
undergoing
treatment at the St.
Jude Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
We want to say thank
you from the bottom of
our heart for the many
prayers, phone calls,
cards, flowers, gifts,
and donations.
Thanks to the West Ky.
Eagle C. B. Club Benefit
Show, to all the bands
who participated,
merchants who donated,
all the people for their
attendance
and
everyone who helped to
make it a big success.
Also, the donations of
the Golden Rod C. B.
Club,
Palestine
Methodist Church,
Ferguson Spring Baptist
Church, Union Ridge
Baptist Church, Judy &
Shere's Beauty Salon
employees and patrons,
B. F. Goodrich Plant
employees of Calvert
City, Duncan's Market,
Brown's Market, J & B
Market, Rich's Market,
and Freemans Grocery.
And also to the 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd grade teachers
and
students
of
Jonathan Elementary
School which Karen
attended.
May God bless each and
everyone is our prayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Junior Brandon and
Karen
5. Lost And Found

BUY THE best for less.
Come by and see our
mini-cottages. Portable
offices and storage
buildings. CUSTOM
BUILT PORTABLE
BUILDING, Hicks
Cemetery Road. Call
753-0984. Our prices will
increase 5 per cent
effective March 1st.
9 Situations Wanted
WILL BABY SIT after
school, and weekends.
Call
753-0790.
Experienced.

15 Articles For Sale

19 Farm Equ.pMent

REFRIGERATOR,
dining room suite. Baby
ports-crib,
and
miscellaneous
items.
301 South 6th Street. Call
753-3593.

1972 870 CASE 4, 16"
plows, 12 ft. wheel disc.
$9,800. Jap Hay -85 cents
bale or jap round, 15.00
bale. Phone 435-4429
after 5:30.

SPECIAL W' chain link
fence with Si"0.D. top
rail Pk" 0. D. line post
and tie wires,$1.311 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12'-1.11'. For
all your fencing needs
call 444-6865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.
FROM WALL to wall, no
soil at all, on carpets
cleaned
with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift shop".
METAL TOOL box, for
pickup truck. Call 7534066 after 5 p.m.
FURNITURE
AND
appliance sale. Leaving
town, must sell. Come
any day after 3 p.m.,
1515 Clayshire. Call 7532380.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE
oak and hickory. Will
cut
to
your
specifications. $20.00
truck load. Call 753-6086.
ALL NEW automatic rest
room deoderizer. No
batteries or electric. A
must for home and
business. Priced under
$4. Free Demonstration.
Call 753-0034.
CLOTHES SIZES 8 and 9.
Skirts, tops, slacks and
jackets. Nice clothes.
Call 753-7785.

FOR SALE 9 ft. living
room and 6 ft. dining
room green drapes. Call
753-3787.
LOANS AVAILABLE for
operating
businesses,
real estate and venture FORMBY'S refinishing
capital. Call Wells
products. Lemon oil,
Research, 502-885-6763.
tung oil, furniture
cleaner and refinisher.
MOVING MUST SELL.
Murray
Lumber
Looking for best offer.
Company.
Crazy Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after 5 p. MILLIONS OF rugs
have
m., (502) 836-5822.
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
12. I rh • .
finest. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
10 Business Opportunity

LARGE ROCKING horse,
ladies winter coat-size
12, short ladies wig,
floor model 25" T.V. Call
after 4, 753-6933.
SHIELD OF MOIR

For your
Life
Health
Nome
Car
Farm
Business
ONE-STOP
SERVICE
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
a I ••

CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
iia" or Ars" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"
bar, $10.50; or 20" bar,
$11.95. Wallin Hardware,Paris,Tennessee.
f

,

FARM EQUIPMENT for
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 7534560.
CRAWLER
WADER,
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
1970
Ford
Diesel
backboe,good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
TWO ROW John Deere
corn drill. Drill 75 acres
Call 753-3477.

1973 RENKEN ski boat 85
h.p. motor, Moody tilt
trailer,
skis
and
equipment. $1,700. Call
753-5985.
BOAT MOTOR and
trailer, excellent condition. See B. B. Dill at
Dill Electric Co. No
phone calls please.
22 Musitat
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th and
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
FENDER TELECASTER
bass guitar-blonde with
maple neck. New flat
wound strings-Kustom
200 No. 4 head with 3 15"
bass speakers. Padded
on casters with handles.
Call 753-8161 after 6 or
can be seen at J & B
Music.
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
2. Ertermir.isr.,

FREE
TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Home Repairs
Keley's Termite
Pest Control
/00 South 13 Street
Fifes, Roeches,
Silver Fish S Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
41110111111

USED EARLY American
sofa sleeper. Green and
gold. $40.00. Call 7537853.

WICKER & BRASS
LOST GROWN white Id
Want To Buy
Meier headboards from
German Shepherd.
$29. Orem boatiosartis from
Answers to name King. USED LEVER ACTION
1,39. Dress plated bode Or..
Strayed away near
$115. UN brew hods,
72 caliber rifle. Call 436$IMS. Siviagias
South 16th. Any in5592.
skin $77. Wichor Progsros
formation call 753-3224
frays $71. Sortie Sables
Reward offered.
STANDING TIMBER or
free $M. Prioress 'Miro
already cut. Contact D.
frau STY.
FOUND MALE white and
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
VAST KY. MATTRESS
black peppered Setter
or 753-6231.
hawse,Ey.
1125 fa Sal
type bird dog. Found on
oosnis
or near Catalina. Call CAMPER FOR long bed
753-5018.
pickup. Call 753-6813
after 5.
LOiI
Beagles, 1
7Tri(TELECTROLUX SALES
male, 1 female. Large
Att,flps For Sole
and service. Call Tony
size beagles. White and
Montgomery, 7534760,
of
kind
spotted,
TWO
TWIN
BEliday
or night.
SPREADS white woven,
brownish black, lost in
Ledbett
er
pattern
vicinity of
-Queen Victoria.
Creek Bottom. The
Can be seen at 319 Irvan KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
phone number on their
or call 753-4690.
Street. New and rebuilt
Collars is wrong. MY
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
FIREWOOD for sale, $15
phone number is 75324 Hour answering
4384
rick. Call 489-2307.
service.
6 Help W.'
FIREPLACE
19 Firm EtOPpRIFI1
ENCLOSURES with glass
EXPERIENCED
doors, antique brass, 1953 FORD tractor, good
MECHANIC, apply in
blackened brass or
condition, inquire at
person it Murray
polished brass. All sizes
Boone Laundry and
Auto
Muffler and
Cleaners, 605 Main
$88.88.
Wallin
HardCenter, 7th and Maple
Street
ware. Paris,Tennessee

24. Mistellaieous

Moving Ow Store!
Wesid Sit. aspen of as.
Well Pupae eel Fluor
Coverboa. Lots ol burooles.

Hughes
Point Store
el Me* It
1S3-11642

FOR SALE 1973 12 x 65
Fortune all electric
mobile home. Fully
carpeted, bath and half,
3 bedroom. Also 16 ft.
aluminum Runabout
with 65 h.p. Evinrucle
motor. Call 753-6813
after 5.

HP -00

o
Murray
Home
Auto Stor:
Chtstairt t •

CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old7
mattress or box springs;
- recover, like new.;
WEST KY. MATTRESS,!
1136 South 3rd, phone 1443-7323.

TWO STORY oak log:
barn. Excellent condition. Call 753-0870.
•
ly
•
•
TWO
CB
WALKIE::
TALKIES. Still in the;
box. Three channel,:
channel 11. Crystal.included. Realistic. $120
for pair. Call 7534162.

NICE FU]
one bed
ments.19
utilities.
Street. C.4

FOI
Nice fit
merits lot
college g
campus. P
days or 75
P.-.

Fo
Nice f
for 8 co
boys. Ea
quarters
51145 day
after 4 p.
FURNISH
MENT

27. Mobile Home Sales

70. Sports Equipment

PHILCO
AUTOMATIC
washer. Call 753-5500.

.tis1.1

24 Miscellaneous

bedrooms
•i

1973 12 x 70 GUERDON
bath and
air con-f
ditioned. Underpinned..';
Call 753-8045 after 6 p.m.,
THE WINDY season is
here. We should anchor
mobile homes with tie
downs. Also your roof
needs aluminum root
coating. We have nevi,
mobile home doors at
good prices 1-8' wide one
bedroom mobile home.
One 2 bedroom 8' wide
mobile home. Mobile
home transporting by
licensed mover. Call
Hale Lock Shop, 7535980.
1971 KINGSWOOD, 12 x
65, central heat and air,
house furniture, excellent condition, $4,400.
_Call 753-7136.
MOBILE HOME Atlantic
12 x 60, two bedroom,
washer, dryer, central
heat and air, underpinning
and
nurricane straps. Call
492-8406.
1971 HOWARD JOHN- _
SON, 12 x 64 partly furnished, gas heat,
washer and dryer, air
conditioner and underpinning, included::
$5,000.00 or take over,
payments,
undet
$100.00. Phone 753-0994.
1975 BAYWOOD, mobile
home 12 x 60, reasonable
price. Excellent con-.
dition. Call 753-6979.

SLEEP!
electric
entranct
Zimme
men is,
Street,

PUPPIE
beaut
registe
Pomerr
Peek-Apretty
Puppies.
as low
after 7
GREAT
old, f
Call 4
AK C
POO
reasona
North
is Dr.
Road.
house
ARC DO
male,
One f
0200.

This
aPPru
lot,
II

le '

%maid
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah Call
442-1918-er449-9223.
29. Mobile Home Renta:,
TWO
BEDROOM
MOBILE home central
heat and air. All electric, fully carpeted,
large lot, water and
garbage pickup furnished. $110.00 per
month. Phone 753-7381
or 753-3745.
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows
and Coach Estates:
Families only. Soutb
16th Street. Call 7533855.
1975 12 x 50 two bedrooni
all electric home1.
central heat, fullx
furnished, locate4
conveniently in Rivierg
Cts. Call 767-4055 after ft

p. m.

i0 BusoloSS Rentals

01

M
STRUCTURE LOCATED
adjacent to Nationak
Hotel,
ideal
foe
professional office or
other small business::
Call 753-3263 or 753-6079..
2 lip,irtments For lien'
MURRAY
NANO*:
apartments, one or tw$
bedroom, unfurnished,"
except
stove
ant
refrigerator, water bi
paid. Central heat an a
air conditioning Cale
753-8668.
FURNISHED
APART.:.
MEM'. New Concord4
$86.00 month. Call 4.
2427.
ar.

•
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ideal
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pdttments For Rent
RAY
MANOli;
rtments, one or tw$
, unfurnished
apt
stove
anit
erator, water bli$
'.Central heat a
(-onditioning Cale
ISHED
APART::
T. New Coricord
436
month. Call

NICE FULLY furnished
one bedroom apartments. $90.00 month plus
utilities. 603 N. 18th
Street. Call 435-4578.

REGISTERED ST
Bernard puppies, 6
weeks old. Call 1-3452501 after noon.

Nice furnished apartments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Phase 153-5865
days or 7334108 after 6
p.w.

ME POODLE SHOP.
Professional grooming,
all breeds, Pine Point
Estates. Phone 9014428977.

For Rent

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537714,

Nice furnished place
for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 7535645 days or 753-5108
after p. as.
FURNISHED APARTMENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street.7534609.
•

Rent

SLEEPING ROOM,
electric heat, private
entrance, refrigerator.
Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th
Street, Call 7534609.
lc Pi'.

),

,

4

SELL YOUR HOME
through
Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers
looking for good homes.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, where
current real estate
knowledge and good oldfashioned personal
service go hand-in-hand.

PUPPIES FOR SALE
beautiful
AKC
registered
Pomerraimns also
Peek-A-Poo and some
pretty mixed breed
puppiea. Prices starting
as low as $15.00. Phone
after 7 p. m. 753-4469.

Another View

9 Used Cars 8, Trucks

1.966 NOVA AND 1972
Nova. Call 753-9168 or
753-5669.
50. Campers
1964 SCHOOL
BUS
-camper. Good condition.
$550.00 or best offer. Call
436-2516.

1/71 NINE PASSENGER
Pontiac Safari station
wagon. Radials. $975.00.
Call 753-2632.

(1'••
JUST LISTED 500 North
6th Street. Absolutely
emaculate, 3 bedroom
house, carpeted, ample
closets,
nicely
decorated,
double
garage, well landscaped
lot. Walking distance to
down town. Only $16,900.
This one won't last long.
Call Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080 105 N.
12th.
MUST
SELL
two
bedroom brick with
large living room. Large
kitchen, bath, utility and
large closets. A well
built, comfortable
home, at 509 South 6th
Street listed at $15,500.
Immediate possession.
For further information,
a look, and to make our
offer call C. 0. Bondurant Realty first at
753-9954, 753-3460 or 7533690.

6
ON
4
.
1.141 66 Lawns •••••66

2

"WE CNLY GOTS ICI MILLION FOR FLORIDA,
Stir CONSIDERING TODAY'S MARKET WE
GOT A GOOD PRiCE FOR
41) Horp.•\ fLIT 31i.
THREE BEDROOM all
electric brick home. 3'02
years old. Elm Grove
Subidivison, off Highway 54 East. Irvin Cobb
Road. $27,500. Call 7530840.
FIVE ROOM HOME
acres,large garden fruit
trees. Three car garage,
new storm cellar.
Farmington area, call 1345-2172.

Leather Jackets
Raw $100

Rubber Boots 9199

Leather Coats'

WESTERN '
STORE
,Imellsoairllevi

PAINTING
Residential-Commercial-Interior-Exterior
6 Experienced Pointers at your Service
No Job Ti.Large or Toe Smell

Free Estimates
Dial7534839or 753-5287

Carlos Black Jr. Painting Contractor
401 kralsory arcle-Menisy

Station
PINTO
1974
wagon, one owner, low
mileage. Like new. Call
753-8564.

1974 MUSTANG II Ghia.
26,646 actual miles.
Automatic, power, air,
V-6 engine. Call 474-2371.

BY OWNER, large 3
AUCTION!
5
This
bedroom brick home at
bedroom, 2 bath, Stucco
1302 Kirkwood. Two
home will be offered at
baths, family room with
Auction Saturday, Feb.
fireplace, utility room,
14, 1976, at 2:00 p.m. The
central heat and air, 2
property,located at 1601
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
Farmer Ave., may be
with gas grill. Also brick
NEW
LISTING
in
Inspected at 1:15 p.m. on
utility building with 2
Westwood, very atday of sale. Terms: 10
car carport. Call 75$tractive
2 story home
per cent down, balkineeGREAT DANE,5 months
0846,for appointment.
that offers the design of
at delivery of deed.
old, female, all shots.
a
single
family
Wilson Realty & Auction
OR TRADE by owner.
Call 496-8151 after 5 p.m.
residence yet has an
across from post office.
Tr -level house with
apartment that rentsfor
Phone 753-3263 anytime.
approximately 2000 sq.
AKC REGISTERED
$140.00 per month. Has
ft. on double lot in quiet
POODLE puppies, very
large shade trees, 2 car
subdivision, one mile
reasonable. Take 121 ROBERTS REALTY
garage, carpet, drapes,
located on South 12th at
from city limits on 121
North to 783 South which
built-in
appliances,
Sycamore has seven
South. Three or four
is I. Roble Mason
entire home is just like
licensed and bonded
bedrooms, two baths,
Road. First wooden
new
and priced to sell at
personnel
serve
to
sales
living-dining L with
house on left.
$39,000. Moffitt Realty
you plus twenty years
fireplace, carpet, builtCo. 206 South 12th, 753exclusive real estate
in appliances, intercom,
AKC DOBERMANS. One
3597
experience. Call 753-1651
electric baseboard heat,
male, 20 months, 9200. or come by our office.
two
air conditioners, one
months
One female, 24
We like to talk REAL
car garage, double wide
6200. Call 753-7429.
$1,750.00
WILL
BUY
this
ESTATE.
concrete drive, city
nice
redecorated
water, TV tower, storm
aluminum siding home
doors and windows. Call
For Sale
in Murray. In very good
753-1566.
condition with newly
Moose Ledge Property
installed
electric wiring
Located at 121 U. lab
THREE
and plumbing. Call NICE
Nwray, Vy
BEDROOM brick,
today and own this home
This property consist of concrete block building
spacious utility room,
for less than rent,
approximately 50' x 118' located on a 90' x 22.4'
large closets, central
MOFFITT REALTY
lot, also includes adjoining lot 50' x324'. For inheat and air, double
CO., 206 South 12th, 753formation call:
carport. 11
/
2 baths.
3597.
ileaskI Tooker
IWO Esse
Fenced yard, near high
713-4342
10S-7103
school. Call 753-?277.
•
L L La(aka
,•26)
Na.a2sit
14
ACRES
ap- OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
proximately 5 miles
East of Murray. 300 ft.
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
road frontage. Two out
Ladies Blue Suede
subdivision, one mile
buildings and septic
from city limits on 121
tank. Suitable for mobile
South. Three or four
home. 62,500. Call 7534398 after 5 p.m.
bedrooms, two baths,
living-dining L with
$4999
FOUR LOTS WITH well
fireplace, carpet, builtand septic tank system.
in appliances, intercom,
Rod Ball Brand
Will sell double wide
electric baseboard heat,
trailer with electric heat
two air conditioners, one
Insulated
and air. Take over
car garage, double wide
payments. Call 4364334.
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
TWO SMALL FARMS.
One Style Ladies
Suede Leather
Magness Beach, Route DELIGHTFUL
3
1, Kirksey.
BEDROOM Brick, large
Car"
rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
Reg.$60.00 $3499
Reg. $160 $7999
on large shady lot.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom $26,500,
401 N. 10th St. 753brick, large rooms, 0690
stone fireplace in living
room, beautifully land- MOVING MUST sell, 3
bedroom brick, 200z 105
scaped extra lot. Call
corner lot. Unique
753-446&
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
Olympic Plaza
9-9 Weekedays
neighborhood. $31.800.
PLEASING, OLDER and
Murray, Ky.
1-6 Sunday
Call 753-8850 days, 753convenient, great for big
753-9885
evenings
family or renters help to 3085
"Boots A Show Per twin, Activity Under The San"
or
weekends.
pay.Owner,753-2562.
/
48 A t
S O.I • I, 6.

VERNONS

51

49 Used Ors & T.ucks

1974 VEGA STATION
wagon, factory air, GT
equipment.
Extra
sharp. $2,195. Call 7532424 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., 7535747
nights
and
weekends.

90 ACRES located two
miles west of Kirksey on
the Tucker-Garland
Road. Property includes
part of watershed lake.
Improvements included
are: nice furnished
mobile home, tobacco
barn, new deep drilled
well, TV antenna and
fencing. Farm is ready
for occupancy now. John
C. Neubauer Real
Estate, 505 Main Street,
Murray 753 7531-0101 or
Bob Rodgers 753-7116.

ST. BERNARD female, 9
months
AKC
old.
registered. Call 753-3600.

For Rent

R•

31E

2-7 INCH REVERSED
ROCKET mags to fit
Ford
or
Chrysler
product with real good
G60-14 white letter tires
$80.00, Phone 1-354-6691.
FULL SET OF Chevrolet
Wheels 2 14 x6 black
center Mags, 2 14 x7
chrome rev. rims. Sell
all for 041.00. AU like
new. Call 3544091.
POUR 4 WHEEL drive
tires
and
wheels.
Wheels-a"
ttres-10".
Pit 4 wheel drhe Ford
Finn Call 492-8631

16

.• service

1965 LE MANS excellent
running condition.
Power brakes, power
steering, air, new tires,
muffler. $275.00 or best
offer. Call 753-8019.

HARMON'S
ROY
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

1975 FORD PICKUP
TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale.
Ranger XLT. Low
WASHED,
4 ply polyester. White
mileage. Call 489-2225. CARS
rnariglazed, buffed,
wall your choice A78x13,
waxed, inteelor cleaned.
C78x13 or E78x14 one 1974 COUGAR XR 7 AMIncludes whitewalls and
low price $16. plus
FM stereo, tape, power
vinyl roof. $20.00, free
$2.27 FE tax. Your
steering and brakes.
pickup and delivery.
choice G78x14", 15" or
23,000 miles. Must sell.
Day or night service.
Ir/8x15" one low price
Call 753-2411 ask for
Call 753-2550.
$19.50 plus $2.83 FE tax.
Jerry.
Steel belted premium
LAKELAND
grade radials your
CONSTRUCTION.
choice ER78x14" or --4E4 CAMARO 728 Type
steering
power
Air,
in
LT.
work
Backhoe
FR78x14" only 630.90
& brakes, Tech, tape
vicinity of 121 South and
plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
player, spoilers 8.
94 South to New Conchoice GR78x14", 15" or
stripes. Factory Mags.
cord. Gravel, white rock
H78115" one low price
Excellent condition,
and top soil delivered
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
$3850. 354-6465 after 5 p.
anywhere. Call Ross,
Wide ones 4 _ ply
m. weekdays, anytime
436-2505, open 7 days a
premium nylon with
weekends.
week.
while raised letters,
your choice Gil:tali" or
CLEANING,
060x14" one low price GREATER ROCKFORD CARPET
experienced, very
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
reasonable rates,
Cars every month for
Truck tires highway
references,
free
auction. New modern
tread 6 ply 700x/5"
drying.
estimates.
Quick
facilities.
,,,_prernium
.
Every.
grades $22.54
Call 753-5827 or 753-961&
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
plus $2.80 FE tax.
sharp. Easy to get to.
750x16" 8 ply premium
WINDOWS AND gutters
One hour from Chicago
grade $29.15 plus $3.59.
cleaned. Call 753-5320.
and next to expressway
Wallin Hardware,Paris,
and Rockford Airport.
TN.
WET BASEMENT? We
Fly in or drive in. Come
make wet basements
49 Used t. • • & Trucks
to Greater Rockford for
dry, work completely
friendly treatment and
1.970 VW VAN, 59,000
guaranteed. Call or
fair honest dealing.
write Morgan Conmiles. $1,495 Call 753Open 6 days. Jim Clark
struction Co. Route 2,
9710.
or Sherry Rayn 815-968Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
6262. This is a dealers
1173 PINTO automatic,
42001. Phone day or
auction.
air, shag carpet, best
night 442-7026.
offer buys. Call 753-9523.

LICENSED ELEC
TRICIAN - Prompt
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.

MINOR REPAIRS and
alterations,
furniture
repair. Call after 5, 4362476.

MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1673 after 5 p.
m.or weekends.

BUILT-UP
ROORNG
Any size gravel or
surface
smooth
roofing by Johns Manville or Owens Corning.
W0616111E/JIM
PIKES HASONAIRE

KLAPP &
ASSOCIATES

GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top
soil. Call 436-2306.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 7534814.

Call
1-502-247-3816

JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

ALCOA
SIDING,
awnings, carports,
magestic fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.,
call 492-8647.

KIRBY CARPET CARE cleans rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
steam
clean
by
cleaning.
Free
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.

StEEL BUILDINGS tor
all your building and
drying
grain
bin
equipment. See Haman
Coles Construction Co.,
753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes
Sales
Representative, 489-2.98
for your Butler Agri-.
Builder.

WALLIS DRUG
•PISCRWTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS

NOTICE
Bids are being taken for mowing Elm Grove
Cemetery. Equipment mast be furnished
sad bids made on a per mewing basis. Mail
bids by February 21 to Box 140-1, Route 3,
Murray, Ky. For furtbor information call
753-4441 or 436-2354.

1967 GTO body. Good
condition. Come see at
416 N. 8th Street.
1971 DODGE MAXI-VAN,
37,000 miles. Call 7530720 after 7.
1971 CHEVROLET, good
condition. Call 753-8259
after 5 p.m.

REMEMBER YOUR SPECIAL

4100N401

1970 CHEVY Nova, 1050.
Call 492-8884
NEW 19752 ton Chevrolet
truck. Two speed rear
end. Never used. By
owner. Call 753-4652,
after 5. 753-8295.
1972 PONTIAC Ventura
sport coupe, excellent
condition Low mileage
Call 753-7947

Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine

1973 VW SUPER Beetle,
like new. Phone 753-0530
after 5:00
1975 FORD GRANADA,
power steering, brakes,
and air. Factory wheels,
excellent condition. Call
7534399.
WORTH THE MONEY.
1963 Custom Ford van.
New paint, mags,
paneling and carpet,
Sharp. $850.00. Call 7534398 after 5 p.m.
BUICK 1964 Runs and
drives good 6150.00.
Dodge 1966 14 ton,
$295.00. Call 4894595.
1974 CUTLASS SILVER
blue, white interior. Air
and power AM-FM
stereo. 1 mile west of
Stella on 121 N. Call 409-

Happy Valentine
Wacky
I love You
Photo 0041 column

- $3.78

3252.
1946 CHEVELLE SS 396
automatic, power
steering, $750.00. Call
753-3068 after 4 PM.
1968 MUSTANG light
green with white vinyl
top. V-8 automatic, new
tires, excellent condition. $1,000 Call 7538021.
1975 MONTE CARLO,
red. Black landau roof.
Mags, sharp Call sw.
46116.

Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1976. AN ads will run on
February 14, 1976 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 16, 1976.
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I Deaths and Funerals I

Roland Green of Hickman,
brother of James Green of
Murray, was held Tuesday at
2:30 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church, Hickman,
with Rev. Edgar Siress officiating. Burial was in the
Hickman City Cemetery.
Mr. Green, age 53, former
Hickman City Manager and
prominent Fulton County
Farmer and Landowner, died
Monday at two p.m. at the
BLptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tn. His death
followed a long illness. Born
July 5, 1922, in Martin, Tn., he
was the son of Mrs. Maud
Robertson Green and the late
Floyd Green,Sr.
The deceased was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church at Hickman
where he was a long time
member of the adult choir and
former member of the Official
Board. He was also a member
of the Hickman Lions Club and
the Hickman-Fulton County
Chamber of Commerce.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Cora Lee Johnson Green,
Hickman; one son, Jeff Green,
and one daughter, Laura Lee
Green, students at Murray
State University; mother,
Mrs. Maud Green, Clinton;
one sister, Mrs. Anna Belle
Newton, Hickman; two
brothers, Floyd Green, Jr.,
Hickman, and James Green,
Murray.

Robert E. Broyles, age 31, of
112 Ash Street, Murray, died
Monday at eleven a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
His death followed an extended illness.
Survivors include his
mother, Mrs. Marion Greer,
Murray; one son, Robert
LaKeith Broyles, Louisville;
grandfather, Monroe Hill,
Paducah; four sisters, Wanda
Greer, Mary E. Payne, and
Janice Ward, all of Murray,
and Bonnie Roach, Paducah;
one brother, Arthur Broyles,
Paducah; three aunts, one
uncle, one great aunt, and
several nieces, nephews, and
cousins.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at two p.m. at
the Rutledge Funeral Home
with Rev. C. E. Timberlake
officiating. Burial will be in
the Murray City Cemetery.
The wake will be held
tonight (Wednesday) from
eight to nine p.m. at the
Rutledge Funeral Home.

Former Countian
Speaking At MSU
Gerald Dodd Alton, a former Calloway County man
and now a nuclear physicist at
Oak Ridge, Th., will speak
today at Murray State
University.
Alton, who graduated from
Hazel High School and Murray
State University, will speak at
3:30 p.m. in the Science
Building on "Ion Sources."
Alton is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. W.C. Alton is Hazel.

Mary
Howard
Paschall, widow of Olive
Paschall, and a resident of 403
Hillside Drive, Mayfield, died
Monday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Community Hospital there.
The deceased was 77 years
of age and was formerly
employed as a practical nurse
at the Mayfield Hospital. She
was active in the work of the
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church of Mayfield.
Survivors are one son,
Howard 0. Paschall of Farmington Route One; two
sisters, Mrs. J. B. Story of
Lynn Grove and Mrs. C. H.
Arnett' of Bandana; two
grandchildren; Capt. Charles
Paschall of Warren, Mich.,
and Mrs. Nancy Moore of
Farmington.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
Bill Arnett officiating. Burial
will be in the Murray City
Cemetery here.

Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Ramsey

Carroll Tax Program Yields Little That Wasn't Expected
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
exempting
Aside from
returnable bottles and containers from the 5 per cent
sales and use tax, Gov. Julian
Carroll's tax program has
yielded little that was not
expected.
The governor disclosed his
$4.2 million proposal in a news
conference Tuesday. The
main beneficiaries would be
low income families, the aged
and the blind.
The plan to exempt
manufacturers of reusable
bottles from the sales tax is
intended to encourage use of
that process, Carroll said.
He took pains to say that
"bottles at no points are taxes

. . . the liquid in the bottle is
taxed."
The governor did not outline
his ideas for the severance
tax, now 4 per cent of the sales
price of coal with a minimum
of 30 cents a ton.
The governor said he still is
working on that tax and trying
to devise a package that would
be beneficial in part to the
"socalled coal-producing
counties."
These 45 counties had been
sharing in a severance tax
rebate which was running
about $25 million a year, and
wanted the direct turnbacks

continued.
There have been reports
Carroll is planning to raise the
severance tax by one per cent
and the minimum by 50 cents
a ton, which would yield
another $27 million annually.
The basic tax package
outlined by the governor: —A
change in the state income tax
to a flat allowance of $500
which would eliminate the
need for 160,000 low-income
taxpayers to file any returns.
Estimaated cost to the state:
$1.2 million. —An added $20
tax credit for senior citizens
and the blind, which also

would obviate the need for
many to file returns. Cost to
the
state:
$900,000.
—Amending the inheritance
tax law to increase the
exemption for a surviving
spouse to $20,000, up to double
the current exemption. Coot to
the state: $2.2 million. The governor also called for
implementing into statutes the
executive order he signed last
November exempting utility
bills of charitable,educational
and religious institutions from
the sales tax.
"I'm going further, actually, by recommending that

these institutions be exempt
from the sales and use tax on
all purchases," he said.
Carroll said in addition he is
proposing exempting state
agencies from the sales Lax
when they buy materials.
He estimated that woutd
save perhaps $2 million annually for the road fund
because many of the purchases are made for highways.
Then he acknowledged the
same amount simply would be
siphoned out of the general
fund, which finances most
slate services, since the state

-

won't get the sales taxes.
Mother regulation Carroll
will seek to turn into law is his
exempting
order
local
governments from the sales
tax in their purchases.
Carroll called his proposed
tax changes "responsible
action. . . government with
compassion."
But Republican gubernatorial nominee Robert
Gable, who lost to Carroll last
year, called it an inexpensive
SOP to voters.
And Gable's platform called
for about $50 million in tax
cuts.

FHA
Homema
tern Mel
High cha
the Murr

USE YOUR BANK
CREDIT CARD
AT BIG K!-

Dwane Jones is the new
manager of Conrad's Pianos
and Organs Store in the
Olympic Plaza, Murray.
Jones, organist at Grace Baptist Church, has been employed with Crass Funriture
and Thurman furniture
Stores in Murray. The son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Jones, he is
married to the former Freda
Davis and they have one
daughter, Susan. Jones is a
graduate of IGrksey High
School and attended Murray
State University.

Funeral services for R. H.
(Hulie) Ramsey are being
held today at two p.m. at the
Brooks
Chapel
United
Methodist Church with Rev.
Julian Warren and Rev. John
Bradley officiating and the
Warren Quartet providing the
music.
Serving as pallbearers are
Donald Vaughn, Keith Mitchell, Eddie Owen, Ricky
Woodall, Dale Woodall, and
Max Gore, all great nephews.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery with the Max
Churchill Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Ramsey, age 73, died
Sunday at his home, Route
Two, Bloomfield, Mo. He is
survived by his wife, Mina
Vick Ramsey, son, Wallace
The annual homecoming
Ramsey, two grandchildren,
crowning
of
the
Robert and Melissa Ramsey, and
brother, John C. Ramsey, and Basketball King and Queen
half brother, Robert Burkeen. will be held at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School
on Thursday, February 12.
Crowning of the king and
queen will take place during
the halftime of the first game
being played between the boys
Final rites for Mrs. Homer teams of Southwest and North
( Mary Darnell) Wicker of 1110 Calloway scheduled to begin
Poplar Street are being held at 6:30p.m.
today at two p.m. at the chapel
King candidates are Don
of the Max Churchill Funeral Rogers and Joey Butterworth
Home with Rev. Jerrell White and Queen candidates are
officiating and Rev. Ron Susan Byars and Cheryl Dick,
Hampton providing the music. all from the eighth grade. A
Lowry
Parker, John seventh grade attendant is
Clendenon, Lowell King, Tracy Porter.
George Outland, Hardy
The admission is fifty and
Outland, and J. L. Barnett are seventy-five cents and the
serving as pallbearers and public is invited to attend, a
burial will be in the Murray school spokesman said.
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Wicker, age 71, died
Monday at the MurrayGalloway County Hospital.
Her husband died January 5 of Federal Stale Market News Service
this year. She is survived by February 11, 18241
Kentucky Purolusse Area Hog Market
three daughters, Mesdames Report Includes
I Buying Stations
.
Act, 699 Est, 500 Barrows &
Ted Wilson, Leroy Barnett, Rcepts:
Gdts heady.25 higher Sows Steady .50
and Glen Johnston, one sister, iower
149.00-49.50
Miss Mavis Darnell, and four US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
US 14 990-240 Rm.
$875'49.00
grandchildren.
US 2-4 I40-240 lbs..
$41.00-411.25
US 3-4 110-240 Its.
147.00-48.00
LAKE DATA
Sows
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 354.6, US 1-2 270-350 Rm.
$41.50-42.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
14100-43.00
up 0.1.
US 1-3 450450 lba.
143.08-44.50
US 2-3 X104410 lbs.
Below dam 306.5, down 0.6.
140.5441.50
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4, Boars 31.11041118
down 0.6.
Livestock
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Below dam 314.3, down 4.0.
USDA — Cattle 2430; slaughter
Stinset 5:31. Sunrise 6:50.
seers and heifers Seedy; cows

Southwest Plans
Special Events
Here Thursday

CHEESE &
PEANUT BUTTER

SNACKS
YOUR CHOICE:

00
Your choice of tasty cheese and
peanut butter, combo cheese a
toasty peanut butter snacks.
Beautiful print shirts come
in 100% polyester and 65/35
acetate nylon. They feature
a full placket front and a
button cuff. Sizes 32-38.

12-0Z. DIAL VERY DRY
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

DEODORANT

13
LADIES
OR
JUNIORS
PREWASHED
100%
COTTON

glecatop
2 . Mars

Wishes You
1 ifitrio‘
And Pates you to spend it with them U She s 16 or 60
she's a sweetheart and will enjoy the candlelight open
fire delicious food and the romantic atmosphere ni the
I arn blighter
We wish to make Valentine s Day a delightful occasion
by present/Pt; your lady with a Valentino cake
especially for he,

2.00 higher; other* slaughter
classes and feeders steady;
Slaughter steers good 830-1135
lb 37.00-40.00;
Slaughter heifers good 8001030 lb 34.00-39.00; standard and
ION good 650-950 lb 24.50-34.00;
Slaughter cows utility and
commercial 25.50-29.00; high
ctessing
29.50-30313;
cutter
2300-28.50; canner 11.00-23.00;
lik;htvo eight 17.00;
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1000-1600
lb 27.50-33.75;
Slaughter calves and smelters
choice 180-270 lb veaters 40. 0064.00; good 30.0040.00; choice
300-475 lb calves 27.00-35.00,
feeder steers c-holce 400-439 lb
4000-44.50; 535750 lb 38.00
40.75; mixed good and choice
X0-500 lb 15.00-4000; 500-700 lb
36.00.39.00; 700925 lb 35.50)9.00; good 300-500 lb 79.003600; 500700 lb 30.00-3700; 700
LID lb 30.00-37.00; stardard and
ion good including holsteins
300-500 lb 22.003000; 500-700 lb
71.00-31.00; 100.910 lb 25.00
32.00; heifers choice 350-500 lb
27.00-31.75; 500-700 lb 79.0031.80; mixed good arol choice
110-500 lb 26 CID 30.00; 500700 lb
77.00-30.00; good 300-500 lb
7000-27.00. 500E30 lb 72.00
V.00;
Hogs 1900; 1000 feeder pigs;
birrows and gilts 25 higher; 1-2
227 lb 50.I5; 1-3 300-730 lb 49.50. 50.00; 730-7513 lb St012-191e; 13
230 2115 lb 1100-19.00; sows 30°400 lower; 11 41105/5 lb 43 00
44.25; boars over 300 lb 1000
10.7 5,
Sheep 25; slaughter lambs
leady; other classes untested;
slaughter lambs choice and
crime 91 lb 50.00

Pick a great pair of
jeans from our excitselection
of
ing
styles.
Prewashed
100% cotton denim.
sizes 5-13.

summer
cenSful

9eg.
1.27
Choose Milky Way, Snickers,
3 Musketeers, Mars Almond
bar, M&M Peanut Chocolate
and M&M Plain Chocolate
candies.

6 oz. Silo
Mtg. Pt'

Bel-Air Shopping Center
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FHA WEEK PROCLAIMED—The wftk of reb. 8-14 hai been proclaimed Future
Homemakers of America Week in Calloway County by Calloway County judge Protern Helen Spann (seated). Left to right are Bonnie Smith, reporter for the Calloway
High chapter Janet Murdock, president at Calloway High; Beth Outland, president of
the Murrray High Chapter, and Sheila Foster,first vice-president at Murray High.
Staff Photo by 1.0. Uneasier
PROCLAMATION
TO'THE PEOPLE
OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY
WHEREAS, the Future
Homemakers of America, the
photographing a nest of the national organization
"Exploring Big Ben" is the
for
home econimics students in
title of a film and lecture by rare Colima Warbler.
Few other places in the junior and senior high schools
Charles Tyler Hotchkiss to be
presented at Murray State United States have so many of the nation, is celebrating its
University tonight, Feb. Mexican species of plants, 31st
anniversary
this
11, as the fourth in a series of birds, and mammals as only year;and
the
Rio Grande
River
WHEREAS, the future of
programs by the National
separate
s the park from our community, State, and
Audobon Society on the
Mexico. But only people are Nation depends to a
campus this year.
large
affected
by that barrier.
extent upon the strength of our
Scheduled at 7p.m. in the
When ranchers moved into homes and the Future
auditorium of the University
this
last frontier area, the Homemakers of America is an
School, the lecture-film
sponsored by the Department fragile nature of the dry organization concerned with
of Biological Sciences is open country made it impossible to building strong foundations
to the public at no admission support the overgrazing. The for future homes and
grass was soon gone and the developing leaders for our
charge.
eco-systems destroyed. The communities; and
A full length color notion
park was established in 1944
WHEREAS, the week of
picture (approximately 90
and grazing was prohibited. February 8 through 14 has
minutes), the
Audubon
The film shows how nature been
designated
as
Wildlife Film shows Big Bend
can
repair damage done to the NATIONAL FUTURE
National Park in Texas as a
land of contrasts with desert, environment if given the HOMEMAKERS OF
mountains, and river rapids chance. It shows that grasses AMERICA WEEK to be obthat provide a variety of en- have begun to grow again and served by its members;and
that the high country is
WHEREAS, the Kentucky
vironments.
beginning to recover — but Association
of
Future
Plant and animal life of the
that the desert will take a long Homemakers of America
rugged Chisos Mountains and
received the first charter in
the arid Chihuahuan Desert time to make its recovery,
Hotchkiss, who now lives in the national organization and
Includes cacti, ferns, pines,
smokes, javelina or collared Williamsburg, Va., has new bait a membership of
peccary, several species of produced numerous out- approximately 13,966 memhummingbirds, some of the standing wildlife films. His hers in about 195 chapters;
studies of forestry and wildlife
NOW THEREFORE, We
most unusual bats in the
park County Judge Pro Tom Spann
country,and the remnant herd management and
recreation led him into the and Mayor Scott so hereby
of Carmen White-tailed Deer
that still survives in the high National Park Service,and for proclaim the week beginning
seven years he served as a February 6 as FUTURE
country.
ranger and naturalist. He HOMEMAKERS OF
FICitchkiss
His
and
spent
much of that time AMERICA WEEK IN Murray
Julie spent three
wife
summers ftlming and sear- documenting on film the lives and Calloway County, and
ching before they were suc- and habits of birds and other urge all citizens to acquaint
cestful in finding and animals at Grand Teton, Ms. themselves with the activities
McKinley, and Everglades of the Future Homemakers of
National Parks.
America organization, to show
The concern of the Hot- interest in it and to give help
chkisses for the vanishing and encouragement to the
Thurso.),
species in forests and swamps members who are working
Is
had led them to continue their hard to achieve knowledge
Chinese
work
in
conservation that will make outstanding
Night
education, particularly with homemakers and leaders in
the use of documentary films, our communities.
A film-lecture by Bower E. Done at Judge Robert
Ructrud entitled "Treasure of Miller's office this sixth day of
489 2740
East Africa" will be the final February in the year of our
program in the Audubon Lord, 1978.
series at Murray State on
Helen Spann
March 2.
Judge Pro-Tom

Audubon Series
Continues Tonight

simumovio

Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and registrar at
Murray State University, was
elected president-elect of the
Southern Association of
Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers
(SACRAO) during the annual
meeting at Lake Buena Vista,
Fla., last week.
He will serve a year as
president-elect before being
Installed as president of
SACRAO for 1177-78 during a
meeting next February in
Atlanta. Gantt was also
elected to a two-year term on
the advisory council of the
American Association of
Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers
(AACRAO) for the regional
association.
Others in the delegation
from Murray State who attended the SACRAO meeting
at the Royal Plaza Hotel near
Disney World were: Charles
L. Eldridge, assistant dean of
admissions; Phil Bryan,
director of school relations;
and Pete Lancaster and Dave
Franklin, admissions counselor.
Topics of discussion during
the
meeting
of
the
organization of 517 colleges
and universities from 11
Southern and Southeastern
states included placement of
college graduates,the value of
a college education in today's
job market, the ABC's of
financial aid, and legal
obligations of colleges and
students in relation to each
other.
The convention concluded
with a "swap shop" with
members divided into sznall
groups to exchange information related to their
respective areas.

ELLICOft CITY, Md.(AP) Baltimore office.
— One good divorce deserves
He said Congress passed the
another — as far as David and Revenue Act of 1971 to bring
Angie Boyter are concerned.
rates for single persons in line
The
Boyters'
second with the rates for married
marriage is only a month old, couples.
but already they say they are
In some income brackets, it
contemplating their second Is cheaper to file as a single
divorce. Their first divorce
was m Haiti Dec. 8, ending a
nine year marriage. They
remarried a month Later.
Their behavior is the result
of anger — not directed at
each other, but at the
American income tax system.
The Boyters say the system
favors single persons over
married taxpayers.
"We did it more for principle than anything else,"
Mrs. Boyter said. "We just
kept getting madder and
madder each year.

"About three years ago they
gave a tax break to single
persons," Mrs. Boyter said.
"But that doesn't apply to
married
persons
filing
separately.
"And then, with last year's
tax rebate we got rooked
again. If we had been two
single people we would have
gotten back about $200 each.
As a married couple we just
got $100. I think that was the
last straw.
"If they don't change the
laws, I have every intention of
getting a divorce again this
year."
It is possible for a couple
earning about equal salaries
to save some money by filing
as single persons, said David
Estey, a spokesnan for the
Internal Revenue Service's

Members of the Carter School Brownie troop recently toured the Murray
City Hall. Here the girls are looking over one of Murray's fire Trucks.
Staff Photo by Mae Wanda!

Stcp, Shop
and Save
We Reserve The Piet
To limit Quantities

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY- ENDS SATURDAY

Chloraseptic
Mouthwash
and Gargle
Model APR-1409
Battery and Electric. Radar Sleep station tuning
• 3" dynamic speaker. automatic AC/DC switching.

6 crz. bottle
with sprayer

96'

For rapid relief of minor throat and mouth
soreness.

Remington
Power
Control
Dryer sole $2095
djusts up to 900 watts. Adjustable heat and air fib
wer control dial lets you select the wattage and
.Styling Brush, Two Combs

Protein
21
Shampoo
for beautiful
hair
Choice of Regular
Dry or Oily

Further
Reductions!!
Tremendous Bargains
Now at Minnens!

Bufferin

ENTIRE WINTER STOCK

Nash

Choke of Reveler
or Extrit Hold

Vaseline

Pain
Tablets

Intensive
Care
Lotion

Bettie

for over dry skin

of 100

10 oz
Bottle

Sale $109
oz.
1.33

Sale

13

Flicker

COATS
SPORTSWEAR

Long Wool Coots - Hooded, Wrap,
Belted; Hundreds of Pant Coots

Minnens Murray
Open Nights 8 Sundays

Entire Winter Stock,
SWOOfers, Pants
Jackets, Skirts, Tops

11

11 LAY AWAY

lawyer fees.
"I'm sure some people think
Lt's morally wrong," Mrs.
Boyter said. "That's their
problem. Living in sin is very
much like being married —
it's hard to tell the difference."

Both Boyters work for the
federal government and earn
about $23,000 each annually.
Mrs. Boyter estimates their
1975 taxes as a married couple
would be about $10,300,
regardless of whether they
filed a joint or single return. If
they were single, she says,
each would pay about $4,500, a
total of $9,000. The $1,300
difference added up to divorce
for them.

* PRESIDENTS *
BIRTHDAY

PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens II,
Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY, Bel Air Center

person, he added, but there is
a question whether the tax
saving is worth the inconvenience and expense of a
divorce.
The Boyter's divorce in
Haiti cost about $1,100 — including air fare, hotel and

Ladies
Safety
Sharer
Designed to cut
hair not skin

784

Schick
Plus Platinum
Injector Blades

•
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Pak
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ARGO
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EGGS
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CAKE
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Oz.
Pkg9
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Kidney Beans
MOTE OR GOLDEN

Meaty
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TURKEY
HINDQUARTERS

DEL MONTE
CATSUP
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WASHINGTON STATE RED OR GOLD
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Peppers
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Sheriff Says He Sees No Proof
That House Burning Was Arson
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Ten days ago, dozens of shots
were fired into a house in the
southeastern Kentucky hills
occupied by two divorced
sisters, their 69-year-old
mother and their six children.
Crosses have been burned
on the lawn,and Monday night
while no one was home, the
house in Harlan County was
burned to the ground.
State Police Capt. James
no
Corner says there's
arson." The
question
sisters say they know no
reason for the attacks, but
Harlan County Sheriff Billy
Williams says it's their "way
of life."
He said "narcotics, wild
parties and big times," were
involved, and added he expects the women will move
away, and that the matter will
be dropped without further
legal action.
The sisters, Vivian Couch,
29, and Carolyn Cusik, 32,
moved their mother, Blanche
Goodin, and the children into
the Ackley Hotel in Harlan.
Mrs. Couch has two sons and
two daughters, ranging in age
from 8 to 12, and Mh. Cusik
has two sons,4 and 12.
Mrs. Couch and Sheriff
Williams, reached Monday by
telephone, gave different
versions of the events.
Mrs. Couch said it was a
mystery. "Just let us know
what they want, they can have
it. We don't know what they
want," she said.
She said the six children are
not in school. "We can't send

them. We're afraid somebody
will kill them."
The food stamps upon which
they've depended were burned
up in the fire, and Mrs. Couch
said the state Department for
Human Resources will not
replace them.
"We have 10 days to find a
house, otherwise the food
stamps, everything, will be
she
said.
discontinued,"
"There's no way . . . nobody
will rent to us if they're going
to
property
get.. their
destroyed.
"We're backed into a corner. We don't know what to
do."
Sheriff Williams said he had
"a lot of ideas" why the
household had been attacked,
including drug abuse. and
multi-racial parties.
"There's been a bunch of
narcotics, mixing of the races.
And these people never
work," Williams said. "They
got into an environment where
people don't approve of their
way of life.
"A week ago Saturday
somebody shot at the house —
fired 50 to 100 bullets into it.
They were shooting very
carefully so as to be sure not to
hit anybody. All the shots were
angled upward.
"The shooting was a warning to them to change their
ways of doing, but they didn't
fast
change
enough,"
Williams said.
Among those who frequently
stayed at the house, Williams
said, were a man named

James Brown, in his mid 20s,
and a brother of Brown,also in
his 20s. "I arrested those boys
on drug charges, but it didn't
change things," he said.
Now that the house is gone,
he said, "I assume they will
relocate somewhere, probably
a long distance from here.
Probably outside the county.

Organ Recital
Slated At MSU
of
Bryant
Matthew
(harleston, Mo., Route 2, a
music student at Murray State
University, will present his
junior organ recital on Sunday, Feb. 22, on the campus.
Scheduled for 2 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
"Toccata and Fugue in D
Minor" by Bach,"Sonata in D
Minor, Op. 65, No. 6" by
Mendelssohn, and "Suite
Medievale" by Jean Langlais.
Bryant, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Bryant of
Charleston Route 2, is the
organist at the First United
Methodist Church in Mayfield.
He also has a piano minor at
Murray State.

Kenton More Amused Than Disgruntled
At Defeat Of Two Measures In House

As for the fire, Williams
said, "I can't see as there will
be any legal action."
Williams said he believed
the violence was perpetrated
by "neighbors in general,"
though he added,"we suspect
the Ku Klux Klan could have
been in on it.
"But I went up there, and I
The smallest writing
can't see any evidence of a achieved is a density of 85 letcrime being committed — just ters per square millimeter An
engraving tool was used.
a house being burned, cause
unknown," he said.
"Have you ever heard the
PRICES GOOD
story about the body being
THROUGH
found in the rivets, full of
16
FEB.
bullets and with about 40
1976 MI
pounds of concrete around the
feet, and somebody says it
WHILE
QUAINT trot S
looks like a bad case of
I AST
asked.
Williams
suicide?"
"Well, this looks like a bad
case of suicide. They have
created the problem for
themselves."
The women were not
reachable Monday night for
Williams'
on
comment
charges concerning drugs and
parties. The Ackley Hotel desk
said the group had left earlier
in the evening "to go to the
laundromat." After midnight,
they still hadn't returned.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Rep. Larry Hopkins said he
will decide within a few days
introduce
to
whether
legislation requiring funeral
directors to itemize funeral
services if the customer
requests it.
Hopkins met Monday with
representatives
industry
whom he had invited to
Frankfort to comment on the
proposed legislation. He was
greeted with an icy silence
and a few terse comments by
the funeral directors.
from
Republican
The
Lexington had given the
funeral home operators a
rough draft of the proposed
bill two weeks earlier, and
they apparently were in
agreement that the bill is not
needed.
Robert Milward, director of
W.R. Milward Funeral Home
:
in Lexington, told Hopkins
••::. Choose from seven models or "we're taking care of our
three sizes. There is a Majestic
Thulman wood -burning fireplace families fairly.
to fit in a corner, on a corner or on "You don't stay in business
the face of a wall in any room of for 100 or 150 years ... without
your house. You will be amazed
of the public the
how quickly they can be installed. taking care
They install on the existing floor way they want to be taken
against the wall in complete care of.
safety. You can finish the fire- "I just don't see the need for
place in any style or material that
more legislation just for the
fits your decor.
sake of legislation," he said.
10% off
Hopkins said the bill would
Aluminum Service Co.
give consumers an alternative
"Domitsvm sozor
to the unit or package funeral
492-8647
commonly offered by funeral
homes. He said it would
strengthen the industry in the

Majestic

16 oz.$1
CARS
andel.
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Is there a better reasea
to sead an Fib LaviBuadle?
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LoveBundlerm almost anywhere Order Earlyt

ht
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11 02
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IRAW,Fine quality products

)N DALE
NATOES
Cass

county judges and justices of the peace
must report unpaid judgments in favor
of the state to the state Department of
Finance and Administration. It apparently would result in a duplication of
effort.
Approved Was a bill that would
require a candidate's filing papers to be
certified before his name is placed on
the ballot. It would also require the
person receiving the filing papers to
notify the candidate by registered mail
that the papers are complete.
The bill, already passed by the
House, now goes to the governor.
The Senate also approved a measure
to place employment agencies under
the jurisdiction of the Department for
Human Resources rather than the
Department of Labor.
The agencies would be required to
pay a permit fee of $250 rather than $25,
with an annual renewal fee of $125.
The measure would also require any
one seeking to establish an employment
agency to post a $5,000 surety bond.

BEGLEY'S
CIIJIP
SIPE( MILS

it for Stews

IS Ox.

districts, who questioned its affect on
farmers.
Kenton was asked about rumors that
House members voted down his bills to
show their displeasure at the slow pace
with which their legislation is moving.
He said, with a smile, "if that's their
message,then I get the point."
The House passed several measures
Monday, including a bill that would
require candidates in the May
presidential primary to file for election
55 days before the primary, instead of
45 days. The measure brings the
primary rules into conformity with
other state election laws.
Also approved was HB 275,a measure
that would require recorded land plats
or surveys to include the owner's
acknowledgement that such a survey
had been done, and the source of his
title to the land.
Also approved was HB 335, which
would delete a requirement from
Kentucky law that circuit clerks,

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)—Kentucky
House Speaker William Kenton says he
is more amused than disgruntled by the
defeat of two of his bias in the House.
Both measures were prefiled by the
interim Committee on Cities, of which
Kenton was chairman. One would have
combined all sections of Kentucky law
dealing with corporate powers of the six
classes of Kentucky cities under one
statute. Currently the law is scattered
in several sections.
Kenton said he hopes the Kentucky
General Assembly will approve a bill
that would create a municipal statute
revision commission to clean up laws
applying to municipalities, and he said
this would accomplish what the
defeated bill had attempted to do.
The other bill rejected by the House
Monday would have required users of
public water supplies to file a report
with the state every two years after
receiving an initial permit. It was
opposed by legislators from some rural

Usually available $1500*
for less than
'As an independent
businessman, each FTD Member
Florist sets his own prices.

Ruck *aid toechkre FTbnsrist way!

Shirley Florist
502 N. 4th
753-3272

long run and would allow the
customer to make a better
informed choice.
He told the industry
representatives he would not
introduce the legislation if the
industry "would take it upon
itself" to see that funeral
homes in Kentucky followed a
common policy of disclosing
specific charges and costs
contained in thetemtpa
John Kerr, preosiatnt of tik
Kentucky Funeral Directors
Association, rose abruptly and
left the room after Hopkins
finished reading a prepared
statement.
Hopkins said afterward that
he would expect the industry
to reply in a "reasonable
time," which he said meant a
few days. He said he would
decide then whether to introduce the bill.
He said even if his bill is not
passed, the legislation "in one
form or another, is going to
"It's not like arguing over a
price at the A&P—I don't
think the general public is
aware of the situation," he
said. "The funeral directors
are probably the strongest
lobbying group in Kentucky.
Somebody's got to lobby for
the people."
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Sgt. Burch
To Speak To
Crime Group
Sgt. Frank Burch, who
heads the crime control unit in
the Paducah Police Department, will be the speaker at a
dinner meeting of the Jackson
Purchase chapter of the
Kentucky Council on Crime
and Delinquency (KCCD) in
Paducah Tuesday, Feb. 17.
the
Reservations for
meeting at 6:30 p. m. at the
Holiday Inn should be made
with county coordinators prior
to Friday. Feb. 13. The cost of
the dinner is $4.10 per person.
Burch is also the West
of
chairman
Kentucky
Operation Identification, a
statewide crime prevention
Program.
Robert L. Whitten, director
of the criminology and
corrections program at
Murray State University and
president of the Jackson
Purchase chapter of KCCD,
said anyone interested in
attending the meeting or in
joining KCCD is invited to
make a reservation.
KCCD is a voluntary
organization divided into 10
regions in Kentucky which is
open to people interested in
crime and delinquency
prevention. The annual
membership fee is $4 per
person, with a special rate of
$2 for studen.

1 1111
.
0
AFISPOINNOXIMPOINORrAt.

HOME
PERMANENT
REGULAR. SUPER

BRACH
fiLOWER TOP
HEART

GENTLE

OR WITH BODY

SI

WM Pt

ELSEWHERE
2 39

4 3.66
,IF

ELSEWHERE 2 57

34 D01181
PACKAGf
VALEINi .1 S

herTrimmer

LscwHr of

$495

VALENTI NE
CARDS

POiSFON

F-Pt .

MAKE THE MOST OF
YOUR BUYING POWER
AND TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR VALENTINE
CUPID SPECIALS THIS
WEEK'
USE YOUR BEGLEY'S CHARGECARDI

113F

33 SAL
LAWN
LEAF BAG,
P.

LADIES
SHOE
TREE

Thick 8. Tbristy

Paper Towels
Rog. 454

ELSE
WHERE
109

Pkg of 3
SO MINUT

E

55(

CASSETTE

HO BY
CAR
KITS

MODEL

ELSE
WHERE
211S

ELSE
WHERE
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JIM ADAMS
FO DLINERS

I GR

NORTHSIDE
10th & Chestnut
6 A.M.-12 P.M.
CLOSED
SUNDAY

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

Prices Good Thru Tuesday, Feb. 17, 1976
VILU11

FROZEN

I1111111,1

Gov. INSPECTED

Baking Hen

58'

Lb.

§ Rib
•
% Steak
•

Fryers
•
•

WHOLE CHICKEN

VII.1AHI111,111FF
US. CHOICE

Country Ham
SUCED

NOT

iffiisiN iimixiA

up.$168 livffossin isinikTM
Lb.
HILBERG•STEAKS
•Lb. 584 CHUCKWAGON14 oz.
98'

PEPPER CHEESE

SLICED

.Lb 1 18 SLICED
BEEF LIVER

SLAB BACON
BAKING MIX•6 oz.

Bisquick- - 6 PKG. 69c
co

BANQUET•CHOCOLATE or LEMON
CREAM PIE 14 OZ

49

x *46 oz.

TomAro Juice,
413)..1 Lb.

BALLARD
57' BISCUITS

SALTINE CRACKERS

49'

JUST RITE•303 CANS
CHILI
with BEANS

6 C8A°Nz

KUNON FAT
DRY AAILK 12 QT.

694
$289

2 Cans 894

NNIMISI IIIIIIZZLI

394 %.

Towels

s IVORY

63" t22 oz.

MARSHMALLOWS

-Vn111111111E///%
s
GALAipApER

494 -

UQUID

MACARONI &
/
2 oz.
CHEESE 141

0
45s

\
..
1
PACKED BY
•
Umied S
DEL MONTE • SAVE: 24
At this price
110111111111IIWM%

ARG0
Has

PETER PANo18 oz.

Peanut
Butter- -891

NO. 2/
1
2
iso
os CAN

Econ-O-Line
by Janice

NVIAIR11111111E11 .Iff
DISHWASHING

KRAFTeDELUXE•DINNER

kRAFT
i() oz. PKG.

VLASIC•PICKLES•16 oz.
HAMBURGER CHIPS

$188

SAVE MONEY ON MEAT
The most important thing to remember is nothing will save
you more money than cooking All, meat at IOW temperature. High heat shrinks meat and it loses its tendernessno matter how high the grade of meat is. Have you ever
noticed this statement 011 menus in good restaurants? We
will not be responabie for tenderness in steaks ordered weftdone." WIty? Because overcooked meat we lose tendernesst
You wm also agree that it we lose flavor and juidness
because high heat we evaporate the moisture in meat Here
are two more good reasons for cooking at low temperatures.
1. Your fuel cost will be lower because the higher your
cookies temperature-the more fuel It takes.
2. You wI have less wail-there we be no need for basting.
Coot a roast fat side up and it will baste itself. Both pan and
oven ire be easier to dean because fat doesn't spatter as it
always does at loth temperature.

II1111M
Pr
SAVE 12 §
(1)*

*GREEN SAP

‘s: LO-CAL MILK

Gallon $ 1 29

IViA111161111111
FRFSH•FIRM

AMERICAN ACE•I0 oz.

INSTANT COFFEE
16 oz.
%Pe RYE BREADMARS•FUN SIZE
SNICKERS or
MILKY WAY

65'

BLEACH

PUREX

NIM111111111111/////f
1

SNACICI1ME•ANYrIME

LB.

FLORIDA•NO. 125's

(1) DOUBLE EDGE•PLATINUM CHROME

ce

io ct.89;

RAZOR BLADES
FRESHeYELLOW

Squashu,

7
,
//4/11111 1111111111L.

THIS
WEEK'S
BANKROLL

II

NORTHSIDE
$600

/
1
2 GAL 49(

45;

Oranges
MI

A 10
"Dog
structi
M urn
Centel
Educa
as pa
Learn
comm
To b
Thom!
Rose()
Paris
the cli
days
beginn
tinuin4
All c
sales i
I.ivest
Farm
farm.
Obei
course
old ai
will b
how Cc
to heel
come,
comm
Par
forme
for the
meeti
brougl
cost f
struct
Add
about
Life
may
Cente
Educi
Murri
Murra
(502)

This is timely hot soup and Cha weather and nothing can
warm you up and take the chill out of year shivering bones
than HOT CHU

1-1b. ground beef
1% cups minced onion
2% cups cooked kidney beans(1% can)
1% cups tomato soup
2 tbsp. chili powder
1 tbsp. flour
3 tbsp. water
1 tsp. sah
Cook beef and onion in 3 tbsp. drippings, until
brown. Add kidney beans and tomato soup cook 10 minutes. Make into a paste and blend in
- chili powder, flour, water, salt. Cook over low
heat, stirring frequently - 45 minutes. Serve with
crisp crackers. YIELD:8 Servings.

iiA
III

III

III

hi
III
III
III

-4111111111111

LYSOL•DEODORIZING
69
CLEANER 15 oz.
64 oz.
ek FABRIC SOFTNER- - - - .894

Do
Sc
At

1I.!
!
r I14_

SOUTHSIDE
S. 12tit & Story
7 A.M.-10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY
10 A.M.-8 P.M.

!!!!
II
111

—DECORATED CAKES—
Southside IGA Only
Will Decorate To Your Order
iCtid Cakes - 8"
Ea. $24/9
Double Layer
WHITE•TELLOW•OR CHOCOLATE
SMALL ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR PERSONALIZED

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday Only

hi
III

hi

UI

II

III
In

HI
II

DOUBLE LUCK•cur

III

Green 3/49(6
Beans
303 CAN

JUICY

III

DOZEN

LAST WEEK'S BANKROLL

591t

!I!

NORTHSIDE
Card Net Punched

00

00

SOUTHSIDE
$600

SOUTHSIDE
Card Not Punched

hi
In
IH

i
III

sit

!!!
Ito
lite
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Chestnut
.12 P.M.
/SID
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ON MEAT

Dog Course CountryMusies Ray Price Say's
Scheduled
He's His Own Worst Critic
At University
A 10-session course entitled
• • Dog
Obedience
Instruction"will be offered by
Murray State University's
Center
for
Continuing
Education during the spring
as part of the Life and
Learning adult education
community service series.
To be taught by Ms. Stanley
Thompson and Mrs. Margaret
Roseberry, members of the
Paris (Tenn.) Kennel Club,
the class will meet on Mondays from 7 to 8 p.m.,
beginning Feb. 23 and continuing through April 26.
All classes will be held in the
sales arena of the A. Carman
Livestock Pavilion on College
Farm Road on the university
farm.
Obedience training in the
course is for dogs six months
old and older. Participants
will be given instruction in
how to teach their dogs to sit,
to heel, to stay, to lie down, to
come, arid to obey other basic
commands.
Participants will be informed of needed accessories
for the course at the first class
meeting. Dogs should be
brought to all sessions. The
cost for the 10 hours of instruction is $10.
Additional
information
about any of the courses in the
Life and Learning program
may be obtained from the
Center
for
Continuing
Education, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
(502) 762-4159 or 762-2086.

thing will save
at IOW ternits tendernesslave you ever
daurants?'We
ordered wefts.tenderness/
and juidness
in meat. Here
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e higher your

MISS YOUR PAPER?
fwbsaibers who her. net
received their bews-draivered
cagy of Me Many Isderir
Thies by 5:30 p. is. lAsedsy•
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NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)— good, bad or indifferent. You hard country sound, he said.
"Some of the rock songs
Ray Price doesn't like to hear either like it or you don't."
great lyrics, but for the
have
Like
many
other
country
himself sing.
"I'm my own worst critic," singers, he agrees that lyrics most part I can't understand
said Price, who's recorded a are the most important aspect the lyrics because the beat is
so heavy. The beat sells these
host of hits during a 25-year of a song.
songs."
career. "I don't like to hear
"The story sells the song.
He confessed his favorite
myself sing or see myself on The music is weighted to the
television. I see too many story. It must be interpreted recordings ci his own are "For
The Good Times" and "Danny
mistakes."
correctly.
Boy." Among his other big
Nevertheless, he plans to do
is hits are -Heartaches by the
music
"Country
something he's wanted to do
for some time — record an something everybody can Number," "Make the World
album of Hank Williams' hits. relate to. Maybe it's a lesson Co Away," "I'd Rather Be
"Hank helped me get my to people, showing the pitfalls Sorry," "Crazy Arms," "City
start, so this is something I've of life. It's the contemporary Lights," "Same Ole Me,"
wanted to do for 25 years," music of today, and 10 years "Don't Let the Stars Get in
Price said during an interview 'from now it'll still be the story Your Eyes" and "She Wears
at a recording studio while on of what is happening to human My Ring."
"I don't want to be looked up
a week's visit to Nashville. He beings."
The
Beatles
recorded to," he said. "Only one person
lives in Mount Pleasant,Tex.
"I'd like for it to tell all several fine songs using a is — Jesus Christ."
about Hank; maybe we can
put narration in between the
songs," he said. "I know a lot
of little things about Hank that
are funnx— after all, we lived
together for several years.
"And I'd like for Hank Jr. to
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — new requirement calling for
be in on the session. He's like a "I don't think you can judge closer fiscal analysis of
second kid to me."
the quality of a legislative legislation and "the enhanHank Jr. is recuperating session by its productivity or cement of the quality of
from a near fatal fall last the number of bills it passes," legislators that the people are
August in Montana.
says Tom Garrett of Paducah, sending to Frankfort to take
"I wanted to do it when it majority leader of the Ken- care of their business.
was the proper time and I tucky Senate.
"There has been a gradual
could do it right," said Price,
Garrett, a 50-year-old at- improvement in the ability
who is also known as "the torney, said in a recent in- and talent and dedication of
Cherokee Cowboy."
terview that despite the slow . the individual legislators that
"I don't want anybody to start the Senate is off to in the has been quite noticable over
think I'm riding his coattails. I 1976 session, which is now six a period of years," Garrett
want to do it because I think it weeks old, it probably will said.
should be done as a tribute."
pass as many bills as it did in
The legislative committees
Price also said he is working the 1974 session.
on a project "to further the
"Based on the number, it this year, for the first timet
country music industry," but may be that we will not exceed are "closely analyzing the
r after 25 years, he said he still the output of the last session," various proposals before
hasn't decided what country Garrett said. "However, it them.
The result, Garrett said, is
music is.
takes some time for the
'My music is based strictly legislative mill to perfect better legislation.
is
ultimately
"What
on grass roots country music, itself before it starts grinding
emerging from committees is
but I haven't decided what out legislation."
country music is. I've always
Garrett, who has served in good pieces of legislation that
wondered if it's a 'Madison the state Senate for more than promote the common inAvenue' word.
a decade, said he believes the terest," he said.
"The productivity of the
"Jimmy Rodgers was once 1976 legislature "will probably
called a hillbilly, then his be considered significant in legislature increases enormusic became known as the fact that it has made a mously as we get into the
country, and later it was close analysis of matters of session," Garrett said. "I
country and western. But concern to the public than past expect approximately the
same number of bills will be
there's only 32 bars of music, legislatures possibly have."
no matter how you play it.
He atributed this to the enacted, more or less, this
d4
.
wilystern,Ai,.year as in the last session."
"To me, music is either interim comor.lie
stre
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ANGELES, Philippines—
U.S. Air Force Airman First
Class Jan Y. Tharpe, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie H.
Tharpe, 217 Spruce St.,
Murray, has arrived for duty
at Clark AB, Philippines.
Airman Tharpe, an administrative specialist,
at
served
previously
Charleston AFB, S. C.
She graduated in 1970 from
Murray High School and has
attended
Murray State
University.

ATE
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Only

A kestrel is a European falcon.
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903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
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Valentine Cards

Sweetheart

Say-Rite
has a varied
Selection of
Valentine Cards
by laurel

c—jegile/

Give Your Sweetheart
a Cricket

$110.00 Value
Save over $60.00
t988
i

Ill

Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
III

ROLL

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

Select
A laurel
Valentine
Card

8
CANDIES

all

Ill
Ill
Ill

1118FR BLOCK®

•••• 0••••

Ill
Ill
lii

III

Reason 5. If the IRS should call you in
for an audit, H & R Block will go with
you, at no additional cost. Not as a legal representative...but we can answer all
questions about how your taxes were
prepared.

In Norse mythology Ask was
the first man.

Your Sweetheart Will Love

III

t
trib:af nn;:ime

Brach's
Chocolates
984
Value
Save
494

49c

!I!
III
Ill

L. E. D.(Light Emitting Diode)
Men's Watches by Westclox

hi
Ill

Ill
.Full feature L. E.D.(Light Emitting Diode) Digit
',Displays hours,attitudes,seconds,date
.FarnousQuartimatic accuracy.
.Easy to int — easy to read
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AFC Jan Tharpe
In Philippines
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Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.

Say-rite is your Headquarters
for Russell Stover Candies.
Choose from a large selection
for your Valentine

III

... Ea.

FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) —
Kentuckians who earned less
than $5,000 last year and filed
a state tax return would
receive rebates of about $24
each under one proposed
amendment to Gov. Julian
Carroll's 1976-78 state budget
proposal.
Rep. Harold DeMarcus, RStanford, who introduced the
rebate amendment Monday in
the House, estimated that
about 325,000 taxpayers would
be eligible and said passage of
the amendment "would be a
great humanitarian move on
the part of the Kentucky
General Assembly."
DeMarcus said his amendment would "give back to
those people who need it most
the monies taken from them
by a hardhearted state
government."

comparison with 1974.
One department spokesman
who was asked about the
figures said that "no doubt
inflation rates were higher in
the other countries last year"
and speculated that wages
probably rose higher than food
prices in other countries.
Food
prices
rose
everywhere in 1975, including
an average 12-month U.S. gain
of 8.5 per cent, according to
the USDA. That was down
sharply from increases of 14.5
per cent in each of the twO
previous years.
The 13 countries involved in
the figures were West Germany,
Brazil,
Belgium,
Argentina, Australia, Den;
mark, Great Britain, Canada
France, Italy, Sweden, The
Netherlands and Japan.

for
your

!ii

er

Rebates Scheduled
Under Carroll Plan

down to a sirloin steak, the
figures mean that a U.S.
worker averaged about 26
minutes on the job last year to
pay for one pound of sirloin,
while a Japanese wage-earner
worked six hours and 25
minutes.
In
Argentina,
however, a worker spent 11
minutes to earn enough to buy
sirloin.
The figures were based on
average hourly earnings for
workers in manufacturing
industries in the United States
and the other countries. The
average
hourly
wages,
however, were not published.
Only the figures showing
how long wage-earners had to
work in the various countries
for specified food items in 1975
were included in the report.
There was no analysis or

DISCOUNT Ditt G CENTERS;

Ill
Ill
lii

3—

SAN ANTONIO—Airman Weldon E. Smith Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Weldon E. Smith of 301 N.
Eighth St., Murray, has
been
selected
for
technical training in the U.
S. Air Force missile electronics field at Lowry AFB,
Colo. The airman recently
completed basic training
at lackland AFB, Tex.,
where he studied the Air
Force
mission,
organization and customs
and received special instruction in
human
relations. Airman Smith is
a 1975 graduate of Cedar
Shoals High School in
Athens, Ga.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
American factory workers
continue to enjoy better food
purchasing power than their
counterparts in 13 foreign
countries, but the gap closed a
bit last year, according to
figures published today by the
Agriculture Department.
The figures show that
Americans had to work longer
to eat last year than in 1974,
while the average in other
countries declined.
The report said that U.S.
industrial workers on the
average spent two hours and
16 minutes on the job to earn
enough to buy a nine-item list
of groceries in 1975, up 47.8 per
cent compared with one hour
and 32 minutes in 1974.
Samplings made in 13
foreign countries showed that
workers
there
factory
averaged four hours and 34
minutes to buy the same
amount of food. That was
down 5.5 per cent from four
hours and 50 minutes, on a 13country average,from 1974.
These averages mean the
foreign workers had to put in
more than twice as much time
as American workers to pay
for the same food. Brought

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
1-6 Sundays
Ph: 753-8304
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American Workers' Food Purchasing
Power Still Highest; Gap Narrowing
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No. 34328 L. E. D. Digital
Hours-Minutes-Seconds-Date
Square-shaped, gold
plated case is brightly
polished. Rand red
crystal. Adjustable
stainless steel band.
Power cells included.
Quartzrnstic accuracy.
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avmosso.wow sammiew
WE DON'T
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HIGH FOOD PRICES...

WEDOSOMIIINS
ANN'MINI

Volume
MOOD/ Shopping Cantor, Slarno,I.
Open hominy I an. NIS

*limn Inglos Itosorvol
.1111 Attar* Gov 't. Food Slumps

Pure Vegetable

Crisco

Cabbage
Radishes
Carrots
Oranges

S

V

rai.

Sunflower Meal
Gold Medal Flour
Merit Saltine Crackers
Queen of Scot Shortening
Chiffon Facials
Bama Grape Jelly

Round Steak
tA
Lb.

Arrowhead Wieners
Corn Valley Pork Sausage
Field's Boneless Picnics
Fresh Spare Ribs
• Fresh Picnic Pork Roast
, Baby Beef Round Steak
Baby Beef Sirloin Steak

5 Lb. Bag
Sib.

99'
lb 19'

5 Lb. Bag
Bag
1/79
'
18 oz.

69'

Alamo Dog Food
Hyde Park Detergent
Gt. Size Tide
Delsey Tissue
Charmin
Hi-Dry Towels

Lb. S1 19

Chuck Steak

En

99
'

0

49 oz.
49 oz.

51 19

4 Roll

79
'

4 Roll

75
'

Similac
Miracle Whip
Joan of Arc Gt. Northerns
Scot Lad Cut Green Beans
C & H Powdered Sugar

49'
32 oz. 89'
. IS oz. 4/51 00

When
Murray
degree
two

One
Roll

2/99
'

Cokes

(Limit 3)
Lb 51 19

tro

to lb 4
"

Big Quart

Doz.

County
gradua
mile o
Several
to

16 oz

16 oz.5/S1
1 lb.

37'

Hyde Park

3

32 oz.

bottles

Plus Deposit

Scot Lad Drinks
28 oz. 29Vemor's Gingerale
Pride of ill Peas
3/89'
Stokely Cut Beets
Scot Lad Whole Kernel Corn. 16. 3/89'
Gerber Baby Food
41.,. 15
'
6 Pack S1 59

Salad Dressing

Armour Star Beef
Lb

69"

16 oz.

16 oz. 4/S1 CI°

Armour Star Beef

Swiss Steak

Lb. 99"

Rib Steak
Baby Beef T-Bone Steak
Baby Beef

Lb
lb

Qt.

99
'
S119

Martha White

Say-Sum Salad Dressing
Hyde Park Mayonnaise
Scot Lad Peaches
Chef Way Oil

Fryers

Cut Up
Family
Pack

, 1'
09
S413
01

I

Hermitage Bacon
Fresh Donuts
Lunch Box Chicken
B.B.O. Sandwiches

89
'

119
3/S100

Coupon
limit 1 Per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family

Coupon 04-393
limit 1 Per Family

Max-Pal

Seven Seas
Oil & Vinegar

Chef Boy Ar Dee

Viva Hahn

& Caesar Dressings
8 01

2/89,

Expires 2-17-76

Glad Grp At storey.3

79'

12 0/

This
Week
Win

Last Week's Winner:

49
'
a of $a
5 Lb.
Bag

00

Kraft Singles
Hyde Park Orange Juice
Jif Peanut Butter.
Purina Dog Chow

Charlie B. Adams
Murray
Card Not Punched

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family

12 or
12 oz
18 el
25 lb

$i 09

45'
99'
$589

Coupon SL-261
Limit 1 Per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

CouPon
Limit 1 Per Fierily

Coupon
limit I Per Family

Hefintann's

lux

Hungry lack

Kraft

Chiffon lite

Bar Soap

Bar Soap

Italian or
French4Dr3essti.ng

Stick Spread
t

Caress

Phase III

Spaghetti
Spin Blend
t
Sauces A9.
.7,9C
16 et --W
Expires 2-17-76
Good Only At Storey's

'2

Corn Meal

290z

Cash Pot

Expires 2-17-76
0n1 yet Storey's
Good.

Red Or White

lib. 49
'

Lb

Lb.

I

88 size

89'

Lb S1 39

Sirloin Stgle

$1 39

Navel

95
'

Eggs

Hyde
Park

49'
Lb 99'

1201. pkg.

Armour Star Beef

I ti fan

21b Pkg.

Grapefruit

Limit 1 With $7.50 Add. Put.
Excluding Tobacco &
Dairy Products

Armour Star Beef

,

6 ca

.....

•

"FRIENDLY GIANT"

Coffee

Lb.

Expires 2-17-76
Good Onl At Storey's

Liquid
32 or

Potato

Si 09
flakes 19C
i3
9. 1/69C
Kati

16 oz

Expires 2-17 .
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 2-17-76
Good Only At Storey's
•

Expires 2-17-7$
Good Ord At

Faipires 2-17-78
Good Only At Storey's

Espirss 2-17-76
Good Only At Storeys

Coupon
limit 1 Per Family

latir

1/69c

Expires 2-17-76

Good Only At Storey's

U.S.
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cooper
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